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ABSTRACT
Th£l' purpose of this project was to develop an

instructional unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland" to
supplement the junior and senior high school social studies
program particularly in Grade 9 and Level 1.

The unit

includes a student handbook, teacher handbook and a 30
minute video l?ased on Micmac culture in Newfoundland today.
The need for the unit was established through informal and

formal means.
The evaluation of the unit was both formative and
summative in nature.

First it was examined by content,

media/technical and learning specialists for their
evaluations and as a result of their criticisms and
suggestions, revisions were made at various stages during
the development.

Pilot testing was carried out with a small

group of Level I stUdents, the purpose being to find
specific sections of the unit that needed strengthening or
improvement before going on to complete the final product.
validation testing was later done at two different schools
involving 47 stUdents.

The results of tJle pretest and

post test were analyzed using three forms of. data analysis
and found to be positive.

The conclusion was that the

objectives of the unit were met and that it was a successful
instructional unit.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the following project was to develop an
instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland.

It was

designed for use in the social studies curriculum at the

junior high and/or high school levels.

This project took on

a mediated approach and consisted of three components

~

a

student handbook, a teacher' 5 guide and a 30 minute video.
Formative evaluations or appraisals were done by specialists
and a small group of students.

summative evaluation or

validation testing was done with larger groups of students

during field testing.

For the purposes of this instructional unit the Micmacs
were divided into two groups.

These groups included the

Status Indians who live on a reserve at Conne River and the
Non-Status Indians who are represented by the Federation of
Newfoundland Indians.

The latter group is presently

organized into 10 local band councils across the island.
The main purpose in developing such a unit of
instruction was to fill a void which existed in our social
studies program.

More specifically the unit was intended to

correct a problem that existed due to a lack of coverage
given to the Micmacs of Newfoundland in our curriculum.

When the decision was made to examine the problelll of
lack of coverage in our curriculum in relation to the
Miclllacs in

N~wfoundland,

serious consideration.

a design tor development was given

Several instructional .odels

developed earlier were exaained and .tudied in detail,
particularly those by Thiagarajan, Se_el , Se_el (1976),
Kemp (1985), Thiagaragan , Thiagaragan (1990) and Leshin,
Pollock' Reigeluth (1992).

After those models were

explored, SOlie of the concepts and ideas were adopted and
used in the development of an instructional .ode1 tor this
project. (Figure 1)

~.

Instructional Development Model

CHAPTER 2
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Background to the Problem
The culture of Newfoundland and Labrador would not be
adequately studied without due considerations of its First
Nations people.

Unfortunately, much of what has been

written or produced for schools in the province has failed
to give sufficient space to one group of First Nations
people, the Micmacs - their origin, areas of settlement,
sooial structure, family life and present day Micmacs of
Newfoundland as Status and Non-Status Indians.

At present

in Ne·...foundland there is a concentration of Status Micmac
Indians living in Bay d'Espoir on the reserve at Conne River
and also a well establ ished group of Non-status Micmac
Indians scattered across the island.

The Non-Status Indians

are represented by the Federation of Newfoundland Indians
plus ten local band councils across the island.

It is the

opinion of this developer that such a concentration of
native people on this island undoubtedly warrants a more
indepth coverage than is presently available.
Newfoundland and Labrador Cultural Heritage 1200 is a
Level I course in the high school curricUlum Which was
designed to help stUdents stUdy the culture of their

province.

From SeptE<mber 1982 to September 1993 CUltural

Heritage 1200 was a required course in the Newfoundland High
School curriculum.

Presently all students must complete two

(2) credits in Canadian stUdies for high school graduation,
this course satisfies that requirement.

The course devotes

a whole unit to "The other Ethnic Groups in Our Cultural
Mosaic" but only one page is related to the Micmacs in the
present prescribed text "Our NeWfoundland and Labrador
cultural Heritage",

This is hardly adequate when studying

such a significant portion of our NeWfoundland and Labrador
culture.

One of the objectives Kearley and Dwyer (1985),

authors of the prescribed text, listed in their teachers'
guide for this unit was to develop an appreciation of the
diverse contributions of various cultural groups which
comprise our heritage.

These "variou<; cultural groups"

would encompass all of our First Nations people including
the Micmacs of thIs province.
Kearley and Dwyer (1985) also recognized the lack of
coverage for First Nations people when they outlined the
rationale for Unit 4, "The Other Ethnic Groups in Our
cultural Mosaic".

They reported in their Teachers' Guide

Book for Cultural Heritage 1200 that:
The aboriginal peoples of our province are relatively
small in numbers, but they have played and are still
playing a very special part in our life style.

Our

objectives are, first to help students underste.nd the
life style and customs of our native people, and
second, to encourage members of the native groups to
extend their knowledge of their own culture, while they
also learn about their fallow citizens.
the text is of necessity lim! ted.

Coverage in

However, we would

encourage teachers to expand on the areas dealing -with
our aboriginal peoples today.

(p. 43)

These two authors realized that coverage of specific
cultural groups in the text was limited and suggested that
teachers broaden some areas, especially those dealing with
our own First Nations people.
Another educator who recogni zed the need for such a
unit was Herbert Scott.

In his project "The Development of

an Instructional Unit for Elementary Social Studies entitled
- The Beothucks", Scott (l978) recommended that additional
instructional packages should be developed on other areas of
Newfoundland history.

He specifically mentioned groups such

as the Micmacs, Inuit, and the Innu of Labrador.
Both informal and formal assessments were used to
determine that an actual need existed for an instructional
unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland.

The problem of a lack

of instructional materials related to the Micmacs was
discussed with junior and senior high school students and
specifically with several social studies teachers in the

central Newfoundland area.

Following these discussions this

developer became aware of much evidence to indicate that a
need existed for such an instructional unit related to the
First Nations community of Newfoundland.

This was true

especially in the case of the Micmacs since they are the
only living group of First Nations people on this island.
All teachers agreed that there was a lack of materials
available for use in the classroom on the Micmacs and
expressed an interest in using such a mediated unit if one
WeL"e readily available.
Enough evidence was aCl;:uired from the informal
assessments to justify making a decision to conduct a formal
assessment.

A formal survey was then considered to get a

wider view and a more varied response to the proposed
project.

As a result a quastionnaire was designed and sent

to a number of social studies co-ordinators across the
province to get a broader indication that such a need
existed.

It Was intended to demonstrate that a wider and

even stronger need for such a project existed across the
province.

The questionnaire was sent to 18 social studies

co-ordinators across the province by way of Stem-Net.
Results of the survey are shown in Table
survey is included in Appendix A.

1.

A copy of the

Table 1
Results of Formal Survey

ITEM
L

,.

YES

TO ·SOME
EXTENT

NO

Those presently using any
instructional materials to
help students identify
with the Micmacs of
Newfoundland.

10

Those familiar with any
materials that could be
used to help students
identify with the total
Micmac community of
Newfoundland.

3.

Those satisf ied with
materials if using any.

4.

Would such a project be of
value in teaching social
studies?

5.

Preference of media for
social studies programs.
(1 being most preferable
and 4 being least
preferable)

Print ...•. 1
Slide/tape
Filmstrip.
Video ...•.

6.

Topics and/or components
co·ordinators felt should
be included in such an
instructional unit.

All 11 felt that each

11

1

,

3

4

~I ~I ~l ~I

of the topics listed
should be included in
the unit.

Of the eighteen social studies co-ordinators contacted,
eleven replied.

Although the number of co-ordinators that

responded may seem small, the developer is aware that they

were speaking for many of the social studies teachers In
their respective districts.

Several of those surveyed

indicated that they had checked with different .schools in
their area before offering their responses.
None of the eleven co-ordinators expressed satisfaction
with the lIlater!als that were being used and some of the
comlnents indicated that suitable materials related to
Micmacs were either scarce or non-existent.

Those that were

found to be available were becoming outdated.
Ten of the eleven stated that other than the limited
coverage in the textbooks, they had not used any materials
to help students identify with the Micmacs of Newfoundland;
Nine of the eleven were not familiar with any other
materials that could be used to help students identify with
the total Micmac community of Newfoundland; One of the

co~

ordinators indicated that they were familiar with some
instructional materials related to the Micmacs.

This

suggested that limited instructional materials related to
this topic were readily available to teachers.
All eleven claimed that an instructional unit deal1.ng
with the Micmac of Newfoundland would be of value in
teaching social studies at the junior and/or high school
levels.

Several noted that if the Department of Education

were to drop cultural Heritage 1200 from the regular
program, they would offer a "local course" in Newfoundland

Cultural Heritage pending government's recognition of such
An addition.

One co-ordinator stated that their school

board would continue to offer Cultural Heritage 1200 in
their "alternate program" since some of the newly
recommended courses appeared to be someWhat difficult for
below averaqe students; Another co-ordinator suggested that
the instructional unit might be of value to the Atlantic
region since Newfoundland and the maritimes are currently
working together to develop common courses.
All co-ordinators indicated a preference for print and
video as a choice of media in a social studies program.

six

answered that print would be the most beneficial and five
answered that video would be most beneficial to 11 social
studies program.

All indicated slide/tape and filmstrip as

the least preferable choices of media.

The eleven co-

ordinators felt that each of those topics listed in the
survey should be included in such an instructional unit.
The results of the survey indicated that social studies
co-ordinators from across the province felt that there was a
need for new instructional materials on this particular
topic.

After a thorough examination of the results of the

survey a decision was made to develop an instructional unit
dealing with the Micmacs of Newfoundland. meetinq the
preferences of the co-ordinators surveyed.
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Statement of the Problem
I t is the opinion of this developer that there is

inadequate coverage of the Micmacs in the social studies
program at the junior and senior high school leyels.

This

is especially true for the Level I CuI turd Heritage 1200

course.

Sillce the Micmacs represent the only living group

of First Nations people on this island, it would be
meaningful for students to become more falniliar with this
partiCUlar group in their slJcial studies program.
There is a brief section on the Micmacs as early
aettlers in the Grade 5 social studies textbook The Atlantic
~.

The only other coverage of this group is in the

prescribed text for Cultural Heritage 1200 which devotes
only one page and one picture to the study of Micmacs.

Very

little is provided about Micmacs today arid nowhere are the
words status and non-status mentioned.

'l'here are no maps of

Newfoundland to illustrate What areas thl!Se natives occupy
or where the reserve at Conne River is located.

Material

available is not adequate to provide answers to questions
raised Ly students.

The authors of the prescribed text for

Cultural Heritage 1200 recognize that there is limited
coverage of e1 ther group of First Nations people and in turn
recommend that this void be filled by teachers expanding on
areas dealing with our aboriginal peoples.

11

A search of the Instructional Materials Center (IKC) at
the Exploits valley Integrated School Boa.rd and the 1A!arning
Distri~ution

Resources

Centre (LRDC) of the Departaent of

Education revealed only one item related to this topic

suitable for classroom use, a 1978 video production entitled
"MI'KMAQ".

This was a series produced by the Nova Scotia

Department ot Education Which recreated the lifestyle of a
fifteenth century Micmac family.

Given that the earliest

account of Micmacs travelling to Newfoundland only dates
back to the early 16005 (Pastore, 1978). this series would

be of limited use while teaching a unit on the Micmacs of
Newfoundlant' •

This developer also did a search of the National Fillll
Board of Canada and found that they have a special 1992
catalogue of films and videos related to natives
The catalogue entitled Our
Video

Home and NattY§!

Aboriginal Canadians,

Resource Guide for

of

lcand -

Canada.

A film and

]rd

edition,

had] videos listed connected to Micmacs i:"l the Maritimes,
but none related to Micmacs in Newfoundland.

Three of

the

videos listed were as follows:
1.

KWh'Hy/TE"

MICMAC & Ml\LISEET ARTISTS.

production based
native artists
2.

C":"l

frl)m

A 1991

a <;er1es of interviews with 8
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Medoona1s the Stormmaker.

A

1]

minute production

based on some Micmac legend which was performed on

12

stage at Wolfville, Nova scotia.
3.

Summer Legend.

An animated 8 minute production

centered around a Micmac legend of the great spirit

Glooscap bafor... the turn of this century.

since none of the three videos made mention of the
Micmacs in Newfoundland, they would not be

tl'~rticularly

suitable to the social studies curriculum in this province.
The fact that there is a limited amount of resources
available for students and teachers related to the
Newfoundland Micmacs is a problem when a social studies
course such as cultural Heritage 1200 is tauqht.

It was the

intention of this developer to overcome such an
instructional problem by makinq available a unit that could
be used to supplement a study of our First Nations people.
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Alternative Solutions to the Problem
After establishing that there was a need for a unit on
the Micmacs of Newfoundland at the junior and senior high
school levels in this province the next step in the
instructional development process was to meet such a need.
There were three choices by which a developer could meet
such a need or fix the instructional problem:
1.

Adapt instructional materials from somewhere
else.

There may be materials already in

existence that could be used without modification
by the developer.

This requires f!nding and

distributing suitable materials by the developer.

2.

Take instructional materials from somewhere else
and do minor adaptations to make them fit a

specific course or group of learners.

This choice

entails collecting materials and modifying
them to supplement a course and then distributing
them to teachers.
3.

Develop an instructional unit from scratch.

This

should be the last choice as it is very costly in
terms of time and money. but necessary if
materials are not found or modified to suit the
need.

14

Rationale for Development of Materials
There are a number of books available on this subject
but all have been written in such a way that they could only
be used as supplementary materials in a classroom setting.
As a result none of the materials reviewed were particularly
suited to the nature of this project.

Many of the books

reviewed dealt with Micmacs of eastern Canada with very
little emphasis on Newfoundland, while others dealt with
natives of Newfoundland with little or no accent on Micmacs
of Newfoundland today.

As stated earlier, a search for

audio-visual materials available presented only four items
related to Micmacs and these were set in New Brunswick or
Nova scotia and were totally unsuitable for this project.
Modifying any of the materials eXllmined would not only
be very difficult but almost impossible.

Major revisions,

including rewriting of text and activities, is necessary in
order to adapt the materials to the needs of the students
and teachers of the junior and senior high social studies
program.
considering that all the print materials that were
reviewed had limitations which made them unacceptable and
that no audio visual materials were available, a decision
was made to develop ne.... materials on the Micmacs of
Ne....foundland.

This student handbook component would

15

concentrate on their historical background and the video
component would focus on the Micmacs of Newfoundland today.

This unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland was developed

specifically for use in thQ classroom, particularly the
classrooms of Newfoundland.

The whole unit was structured

differently from other related resources reviewed, though
the written portion for the most part was similar to other
materials that were examined.

The major difference was that

the presentation was made through a different medium, that
of written text and video.

The text was developed in the

form of a handbook for students with activities provided at

the end of each unit to ensure that students would get a
grasp on the main points presented.

The activities also

provided an opportunity for students to t2'J:e on extra
research related to the Micmacs of NeWfoundland and other
First Nations people in eastern Canada.

A 30 minute video

based on the Micmacs of Newfoundland Today was produced with
an emphasis on their present day culture.

The handbook

provides a solid historical background of the Micmacs while
the video provides a more current and up to date account of
this native group today.

,.
Summary
A need was established for the development of an
instructional unit on tiThe Micmacs of Newfoundland" for use
at the junior and senior high school levels.

The need was

arrived at by examining existing materials and by consulting
with students and teachers in the central Newfoundland area
and social studies co-ordinators across the province.

From

these considerations a decision was made to develop a unit
which would include a teacher handbook, a student handbook
and a 30 minute video.

17

CHAPTER 3
LEARNER ANALYSIS
The nar.t step taken in the instructional development
process was learner analysis.

Jerrold Kemp (1985)

noted

that when plans are being made for classroom instruction,
the developer should obtain general indications of the
academic and social characteristics of the learners, much of
which can be obtained from student records which are kept on
file in the school.

He also pointed out that the range of

capabilities, interests and needs can guide planning
decisions relative to learning objectives, depth of

treatment of a topic, activities to be recommended and
resources needed.

Kemp (1985) also recommended that special

attention be given to nonconventional learners such as those
from ethnic groups and learners with disabilities.
The learners for whom this unit was intended were
students who had reached the junior or senior high school
level in Newfoundland schools and who had reg istered for
social studies course in grade 9 or Level!.

<II

At the grade

nine level the audience includes 14 - 15 year old students.
In the newly recommended course. "Atlantic Canada in the
Global Community", grade 9 students would study culture with
an emphasis on First Nations people in Atlantic Canada.

The

18

only other place in the curriculum that dealt with local

aboriginal people ....as at the grade five level where the
topic was covered briefly.

In Level I the aUdience. includes

15 and 16 year old students who register for Cultural
Heritage 1200, Canadian History 1201 or Geography 1202.
Each class is represented by a wide range of abUi ties which
on occasion includes a small number of challenging needs
students as well as above average students.

Most classes

range in size from 15 to 35 with a fairly equal balance
between males and females.
The unit of instruction is of special value to those
students and teachers in and around central and western
Newfoundland, areas where many Micmacs reside.

The unit is

particularly suited to unit 4 of the cultural Heritage 1200
Course which is entitled "The Other Ethnic Groups in Our
Cultural Mosaic".

The unit, however, may also be used as a

supplement to any social studies course dealing .... ith First
Nations people of the maritime provinces or Newfoundland.
When the task of developing an instructional unit is
taken on it must always be realized that it is very
important to know and understand the learners.

This means

analyzing their backgrounds, past experiences and
achievements so that the instruction may be designed for
them.

It is important that learners be considered both as 1I

group and as individuals to ensure that a maximum number of

19

students can benefit from the unit.

Summary
The learners for this instructional unit were
identified as 14 to 16 year old junior and senior high
school students, particularly those registered for grade 9
and Level I in Newfoundland schools.

These students usually

have a wide range of abilities and are grouped

heterogeneously in classes of 15 to 35 students per class.

20

CHAPTER 4
TASK ANALYSIS
Following learner analysis the instructional developer
usually examines all of the subject matter, knowledge and

skills that the learners are e>:pected to acquire during the
Dertod of instruction for the particular project.
called task analysis.

This is

Such an analysis is sometimes

referred to as a detailed description of the whole learning
task.

Kemp (1985) explained that planning at this stage is

guided by the question "What must be learned by the student

or trainee to perform the task?"

He further revealed that

the ans....er to such a question requires a type of analysis
which could be characterized as a detailed inventory of the
"knowing" and "doing" components of a skill.
Task analysis forces the developer to examine in minute
detail all the required knoW'ledge and behaviors of the
learners for a particUlar instructional unit.

The SUbject

matter may be thought of as falling into three categories essential, important and nice to know.

only the essential

subject matter should appear in a task analysis; that is the
material a learner must do or knoW' to achieve the main task.
By c!!lrefully examining all the components of the unit in
detail, many aspects that are found to be trivial or

21

redundant can be eliminated in these early stages of
development and the developer can also be sure that the
essential concepts are not over looked.
When a task analysis is being developed, the main topic
is identified and placed in a box at the top of a diagram.

A series of sUbtopics are then identified which are the main
components of the task the learners are expected to master.
These subtopics are placed in boxes beneath the main topic
and connected by a line system to indicate relationships.
In this unit the main topic, that of the Micmacs of
Newfoundland, was broken down into seven SUbtopics as shown

in Figure 2.

23

Following the task analysis the developer generates
learning objectives that stipulate what the learner is
expected to achieve by being exposed to the instructional

unit.

According to Mager (1975), a well written learning

object! ve has THREE components:
1.

A Y..!U:..t!: that demonstrates how the learner is going
to

beh~ve

in order to show that the objective is

achieved.
2.

The conditions under which the behavior is to

3.

The criterion or degree to which the learner must

perform the behavior.
In the instructional development process learning
objectives are directly related to the task analysis.

using

the task analysis, the instructional developer is able to
formulate a terminal objective from the main topic which is
what th',! learners are supposed to be able to do or know at
the end of the instructional unit.

From the SUbtopics he is

able to draft a set of enabling objectives.

These are the

objectives that allow the learners to attain the terminal
objective.

The terminal objective and enabling Objectives

for this unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland are as listed
in Figure 3.
Knirk and Gustafson (1986) wrote that it is generally
accepted that there are THREE domains of educational

objectives:
1.

cognitive objectives which relate to knowledge,
understanding and thinking.

2. Affective objectives which relate to attitude,
feelings and interests.
3. Psychomotor objectives which relate to physical
skills such as handwriting, typing, swimming ...
Each of the three domains has within it a classification
scheme, but the three are not arranged in hierarchial order.
Krathwohl, Bloom, Masia (1964) maintained that most
educational objectives are placed rather easily into one of
the three major domains.

They found that the largest

proportion of educational objectives fell into the cognitive
domain and may vary from simple recall of material learned
to highly original and creative ways of combining and
synthesizing new ideas and materials.

Bloom, Engelhart,

Furst, Walker (1956) claimed earlier that cognitive
objectives could be placed into one of six major categories:
knowledge; comprehension; application; analysis; synthesis
or evaluation.
The objectives for this unit on the Micmacs of
Newfoundland have been developed such that they fall into
the cognitive or knowledge domain.

They are designed such

that they represent several categories associated with the
cognitive domain and vary between higher order and lower
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order objectives.
in Figure J.

The objectives for this unit are listed

The evaluation instruments for the unit, which

consist of 20 mUltiple choice questions. are based on these

objectives in such a way that they are intended to reflect
the primary goals of this instructional unit.

These

instruments, the pretest and the posttest, are written in
the Teacher Handbook in Appendix D.
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Learning Objectives for the Instructional Unit
"Micmacs of Newfoundland"

Terminal objective

1.

Junior and senior high school social studies students
will develop an awareness of Micmac culture by

identifying how it has helped shape our Newfoundland

heritage.
Enabling Objectives

2.

To examine the lifestyle of early Micmacs in eastern
North Ameri ea by comparing and contrasting the Micmac
way of life before and after the arrival of Europeans.

J.

To explore when and how Micmacs arrived in
Newfoundland by examining factors which influenced
their decision to come to this island and the route

they choose.
4.

To analyse the settlement patterns of Micmacs in
NeWfoundland by examining the relo!ltionship between why
they came to Newfoundland and where they settled.

5.

To reflect upon the myth that Micmacs were responsible
for killing off the BeothllcKS by presenting evidence to
support that at."gunlent.
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6.

To analyse reasons why the Micmacs of Conne River were

late in gaining Indian Status and why some conflicts
developed in relation to Federal funding for the

7.

To reflect upon two major groups of Micmacs in
NeWfoundland by comparing and contrasting the

organization at both status and Non-Status Micmacs in
Newfoundland.

8.

After viewing the video "Micmacs of Newfoundland Today"

students will demonstrate a deeper awareness of these
First Nations people by describing specific aspects

of their culture that have been revived over the past
few years and how it has been a struggle to do so.

~.

Learning Objectives - "The Micmacs of
Newfoundland"
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Summary
All the knowledge and behaviors that were required of
the learners were identified in the task analysis.

The main

topic was decided upon along with a series of subtopics
which were the primary components or the main topic.

were outlined 1n the form of a diagram.

These

A set of learning

objectives were then drawn up based on the task analysis.
These objectives indicated what the learners would be able
to do after having worked through the 'mit of instruction.

2.
CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND
EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT
The intention of this author was to develop a mediated
instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland for use in
the classroom at the junior high or high school levels.

More specifically it was designed to fill a void which

existed in the Social Studies Curriculum in relation to
native groups.

It is suitable for Use in the grade 9 and

Level I social studies programs.

The unit developed was

made up of a student handbook, teacher handbook and a video
component.

Student Handbook
The student handbook included written text with a
background to the MiCIIIllocs in the Ilaritimes and how they were

influenced by the arrival of the Europeans.

It also

explained ....hen and how they came to Newfound land and why and

where they settled on the island.
slaught~r

Myths surrounding Micmac

of the Beothucks were also explored.

There was II

comparison of Status Indians of the Conne River Reserve with
the Non-Status Indians who are represented by the Federation
of Newfoundland Indians.

The handbOok also included a
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number of student activities at the end of liI:ach section.
These activities consisted of some true or false, fill in

the blanks, short answer type questions along with further
research questions providing students an opportunity to do
more research on First Nations people of eastern Canada.

A

crossword puzzle and alternative student activities were
added to the back of the student handbook.

It is

recommended that this part of the instructional unit be
completed by students before they view the 30 minute video.

Teacher Handbook
The teacher handbook included directions to teachers,

learning objectives,

is

list of referencGc and two

instruments to be used in the evaluation of the unit - a

pretest and a posttest.

The pretest and the post test whlch

are used to evaluate this unit each contains 20 mUltiple
choice questions based on the objectives tor the unit.
Ans....ers for stUdent activities and criterion referenced
tests are also included in this component.

Video Component
The main purpose of the video component is to focus on
the present day culture of Micmacs in Newfoundland.

It may

also be used to reinforce some of the features contained in
the student handbook.

The video ",as designed to show, for

example, that the largest group of Status Micmacs lives on a

reserve at Conne River, Bay d'Espoir and that Non-Status
Micmacs are scattered across the island.

They are headed by

the Federation of Newfoundland Indians and ten Indian Band
Councils.

The .... ideo component contains a general overview

of the Conne River Reservation including footage of St.
Anne'S School, the Roman Catholic Church, community center,
recreational facilities and the local police force.

Footage

from at least four of the ten Indian Band Councils,
Glenwood, Exploits, Benoit's Cove and St. George's is also
included.

samples of Micmac culture such as special holiday

activities, ceremonies and celebrations are also proasented.
References are made as to how Micmacs have been trying to
revive and maintain certain aspects of their culture such as
language, crafts, singing and dancing.

The component also

includes interviews with Michael Joe, the Chief at Conne
River, Patrick Rumbolt, the Chief of Benoit's Cove Band
Council and Scott Butt a member of the st. George's Band
Council.
It is recommended that the video be shown only after
students have written a pretest and have worked through the
handbook and completed the activities assigned by the
teacher.
There are several reasons why video was chosen to
present the audio visual portion of this instructional unit.
This way of presenting material has been very popular with
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teachers and students alike and is still widely used in the

schools across our province today.

Most schools are

equipped with at least one video cassette recorder and
monitor and most teachers agree that videos are much more
convenient to use in a classroom setting than filmstrips or

slides.

As indicated earlier, all of the social studies co-

ordinators surveyed felt that video would be a preferable

choice of media for such an instructional unit.

All

contended that print and video would be more beneficial than

slide/tape or filmstrip to a social studies program.
In his book Instructional Technique,

Iver K. Davies

(1981) notes that audiovisual aids such as video confer a

number of benefits to the teaching-learning process.

He

points out that when videos are used sensitively, they
attract and hold attention.

Videos dlso supplement verbal

information and illustrate relationships in a way that is
not possible with words.

Reiser and Gagne' (1983) declares

in their book selecting Media for Instruction that one of
the advantages of usin';) video is that it has t.he ability to
convey verbal information in ways which provide immediate
"elaboration" of that information.

They also note that

video has the ability to shoW human beings and their actions
and the feeling of "being there" by the viewers.

This

illustrates another reason why this developer chose video in
addition to written text for this instructional unit.
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It is intended that students be given the opportunity to
work through the text and activities in the student handbook
and later be required to view the 30 minute video.

This

would mean that they would get a more detailed account of
similar information concerning the Micmacs

~lGng

with a

feeling of being among these First Nations people of
Newfoundland.

Letters of consent and interview questions related to
the video are included in APPENDIX B.

Evaluation of Instructional Unit
Evaluation of an instructional unit is more than just
testing.

Most agree that when a unit is being developed its

evaluation serves two purposes - to improve on the
instruction and to valldate the instruction.

Thiagarajan,

Semmel and Semmel (1976) suggests two phases of testing that
are usually incorporated into the instructional development
process:
1.

An initial testing phase which is usually referred

2.

A total package testing phase, usually referred to

to as pilot testing or formative evaluation;

as validation testing or summative evaluation
Formative Eyaluation
Formative evaluation is completed during the formation
of the instructional unit.

I t suggests that if instruction

is to be improved through evaluation, it is necessary that
the evaluation ["-rocess be started early in the design stage.
According to Kemp (1985) formative evaluation takes place
during development and tryouts.

He suggests that this type

of evaluation is useful for determining weaknesses in the
instructional plan so that they can be eliminated before the
unit is put into use.
A portion of the formative evaluat.ion for this
instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland was done
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by content, media/technical and learning specialists.

These

specialists "'ere consulted frequently throughout the
process, their criticisms and suggestions were considered
and revisions were made where necessary at various stages in
the development.

The specialists were also requested to

complete checklists (APPENDIX C)

which asked for feedback on

how they thought the rough draft could be improved or what

could be built into the instruction before going ahead and
finalizing it.

The remainder of the formative evaluation was done by
pilot testing with a small group of Level I students who

fitted the category of learners for whom the unit was
designed.

This evaluation was conducted by giving the

students a pretest, made up of 20 multiple choice questions,
to determine their entry level before they worked through
the unit.

Students were then required to evaluate

themselves as they worked through the unit by completing
student Activities at the end of each section and by
checking their answers with the teacher or with answers
given in the Teacher Handbook.

The students were then

instructed to view a 30 minute video based on the Micmacs of
Newfoundland today.

A post test WliS given to the students

following their completion of the unit and a comparison of
the results was made with those of the pretest to determine
if significant learning had taken place.

'6
The testing was done by using Criterion Referenced
Tests which are evaluation tools constructed from the
learning objectives.

The tests developed for this

instructional Unit contained only items directly related to
the learning objectives outlined earlier.

The main purpose

of using such tests was to determine whether or not the
learning objectives had been met.

Interaction with students

and the experience of working through the unit with them
also assisted in overcoming problems associated with the
unit.

Tho crt tedon referenced tests are included with the

package and when used as a pretest or posttest grading
should be done by the teacher.
The primary purpose of the appraisals and pilot testing
was to get feedback froID professionals and students in order
to find any specific sections of instruction or testing that
needed strengthening or improvement before going on to
complete the final product.
SUliunative Evaluation
summative evaluation or validation testing is usually
done by examining the results of an instructional unit to
determine how well it has achieved the goals it was
established to accomplish.

It differs from formative

evaluation in that sumlllative evaluation takes place at the
end of the unit. While formative evaluation is conducted as
the unit is being "forllled" and tried out before
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implementation. The leading purpose of this evaluation was
to establish whether or not the instruction was effective.
validation testing for this particular instructional
unit was done with three different groups of students,
15 -

20 in each group.

They wrote a pretest and were given

ample time to work through the unit.

The teacher evaluation

or posttest was administered only after the students had

worked through the unit, had taken part in the required

exercises and had been shown the JO minute video.

Test

reSUlts, reactions from learners, observations of learners
at work and suggestions from teachers were <llso examined.
This was helpfUl in overcoming flaws in the total unit.

At

the end af this there were two scores for each learner - a
pretest score and a posttest score.

These scores wer12 then

recorded and analyzed to determine if significant progress
had been made and if the learning objectives for the unit
had been met.
Once the expert appraisals, pilot testing and
validation testing were completed, it was the opinion of
this developer that there was enough data to guarantee that
the instructional unit was an effective piece of
instruction.

It should develop into a unit that leads to

the attainment of objectives for all the learners.
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Summary
The instructional unit was made up of
handbook,

iii

student

teacher handbook and a 30 minute video for use

with social studies programs at the junior and senior high
school levels.

Formative evaluation was done by content,

media/technical and learning specialists along with piloting

the unit with a small group of Level I students.

Summative

evaluation or validation testing was carried out with three
different groups of students in two different schools.

CHAPTER 6
FIELD TESTING
Preparation for thi: Field Test
In preparation for f leid testing the instructional unit
on the Micmacs of Newfoundland, a pretest and a posttest

were prepared which were included in the Teacher Handbook.

(Appendix D)

Both tests were based on or drawn up in

reference to the learning objectives.

The matching of

multiple choice questions to the learning objectives is
indicated in Figure 4.

Questions on each of the tests \rJera

designed to determine the extent to which the learning
objectives were achieved by the learners or to measure
student performance.

Both the pretest and post test were

written in such a way that they were very similar and could
be used to determine whether or not significant learning had
taken place during the teaching of the unit.
Permission was granted by the Exploits Valley
Integrated School Board (Appendix B) to conduct field
testing in three social studies classes, one in grade 9 and
two in Level I .

Further clearance was obtained from both

principals of the two schools involved (Appendix B), Grand
Falls Academy and Inglis Memorial High Schools.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

See pages 25-26 for complete statements
1.

To develop an awarenes!> of Micmac

1,2

culture by identifying how it has helped
shape our Newfour'.dland heri tage.
2.
To examine the lifestyle of early
Micmacs in eastern North Arner lea ...

3,4,5

3.

6,7,8

To explore when and how Micmacs

arrived in Newfoundland ...
4.
To analyse the settlement patterns
of Micmacs in Newfoundland ...

9,10,11

5.

12,13

To reflect upon the myth that

Micmacs were responsible for killing off
the Beathocks •..
6.

To analyse why Micmacs of Conne

14,15

River were late in gaining Indian status
and related conflicts ...
7.

To reflect upon two major groups of

16,17,18

Micmacs in Newfoundland ...

8.
To recognize that it has been a
struggle to revive Micmac culturo over
the past few years in Newfoundland ...

~.

19,20

Matching of Learning Objectives with Items on
Pretest and Post test Instruments.
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Evaluation by Learning Specialists
Several specialists were consulted during the
development of this instructional unit.

Three of the

specialists, content, media/technical and learning, were
asked to c~rnplete checklists (Appendix C) based on the unit
and to make additional comments and constructive criticisms

as they saw fit.

As a result of their recommendations,

several revisions were made to the unit, especially the
student handbook and the video component.

Tony Dawe, video

editor with Learning Resources at MUN and Bruce Lane project
supervisor, were consulted on a number of occasions and made
countless suggestions particularly in relation to the
production of the 30 minute video and the designing of

graphics for the student handbook.

Evaluation by Learners - Pilot Testing
pilot testing was carried out with a small group of
Level I social studies students at Grand Falls Academy High
School.

As a result of feedback from these students many

revisions were made.

After working through the unit with

the students a decision was mad" to shorten the
pretest/posttest from 35 to 20 mUltiple choice questions.
number of test items were also rewritten.

The students

pointed out a number of grammatical errors and made
suggestions as to how some of the questions might be

A
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reworded and hoW' some of the student activities could be
revised.

All of the suggestions made by students, teachers

and specialists were given. serious consideration and
improvements were made to the unit as the developer sa'"
necessary.

After suggested changes were lllade the unit was

ready for validation testing with a much larger group of

students.

Validation Testing
Validation testing was done with three classes of

social stUdies students in two different schools under the
Exploits Valley Integrated School Board.
its effectiveness in a more formal manner.

This determined
The total number

of students who completed the testing was 47.
Teachers who had agreed to take part in field testing
the unit were briefed by the developer on when the testing
"'as to take place, ho,", much class time it would take and thQ
procedures to follow.

Each teacher was given an

instructional package consisting of: a student handbook, a
teacher handbook which included among other items, a
pretest, a posttest, and a 30 minute video on the Micmacs of
Newfoundland today.

The teachers \oIho took part were asked

to follow a consistent procedure when field testing the unit
in order to ensure that the data collected would be valid.
Teachers were asked to administer the pretest and explain

4)

the reasons ....hy it was being given.

They ..ere also asked to

assure the students that the results of their pretest would
not influence their grades.
student was given

ll.

Following the pretest each

student handbook and required to work

through the unit with the teacher including all student
activities that ""ere assigned.

This was to be followed by a

discussion of the questions and topics involved.

Answers to

the activities could be verified by checking them against
those given in tho teacher's guide.

After finishing the

activities, the 30 minute video WillS to be shown to all the

students followed by a discussion of any questions or
comments that !light arise.

When the unit was finished to

the satisfaction of those involved. the students were then
asked to complete a 20 item multiple choice posttest, the
results ot which were made available to the students the
fo11owinq day.
The time period necessary to teach the uni t and
administer the tests depended on a nu.ber of factors such as
grade level, class size, range of abilities and lenqth of
class periods.

Each teacher involved with testing the

instructional unit was asked to set aside approximately 4
hours of class time to teach the whole unit including
testing.

This estimate was based on the amount of time

required for the pilot testing stage.

••
Statistical Analysis of Results
After testing the instructional unit with three
different groups ot students, the pretest and posttest
results were recorded and analyzed in three different ways:
1.

Pretest and posttest means - a comparison

2.

Percentage of students ....ith items correct

3.

Item analysis
Pretflst and Posttest Muns

-

0

Comparison

A comparison or pretest and posttest means was done to

show whether 01." not the instructional unit caused a
significant increase in learning to take place on the part
of students involved.

In other words this andy sis was used

to show the deqree of success of the unit as a whole.

The

tliffert!nce between students' mean scores on the pretest ilnd
posttest were compared and the results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Comparison of Pretest and Post test Means
Pretest
Mean
l:i - 47
5.1

Posttest
Mean
.tI .. 47
15.

a

t
Score

df

Level of
Significa.nce

29.5

46

.001

A t-test tor nonindependent samples was used to
deten!ne if the difference between the mean on the pretest
and the mean on the posttest was statistically signiticant.
The t-score with degrees of freedoll Cdt) 46, was found to be
29. S.

For this instructional unit the difference between

the mean score on the pretest and the mean score on the
posttest was 10.7.

As shown in Table 2 this difference was

statistically significant at the .001 level.
since all students tested had been sUbjected to the
instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland between
the pretest and posttest, it is reasonable to conclude that
the growth in their performance on the posttest can be
credited to that particular unit.
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Percentage of Students with Items Correct
Table 3

Percentage of Students with Items Correct

Percentage of students

Percentage of items correct

100
21

90 or more

or more

55

90

87

70 or more

13

Below 70

~

Table J shows the percentage of students with the
various percentages of items correct on the posttest.

As

shown in Table J. 87 per cent of the students scored 70 per
cent or more on the items in the posttest.

only 13 per cent

achieved a score of less than 70 per cent.

These results

indicate a satisfactory success rate by the students and
demonstrates to this developer an acceptable level of

performance for the instructional unit on the Micmacs of
Newfoundland.
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.1.t..m....AM.llia
Table

•

Differences Between Pretest and Posttest Scores by
Item

Pretest
scores
by ite.

Posttest
scores
by item

1; of students
with items
correct on

Ite~

Difference between
pretest and
posttest scores

posttest

,
Ns
1.

16

2.

..

Ns

Ps

X

30

5.

6.35*

35

77

1l.00 H

72

5.34*

3.

17

34

13

35

77

7.91··

5.

10

39

83

10.40**

5.

13

.0

85

8.26··

7.

12

38

81

8.75**

8.

15

43

91

7.50**

9.

12

43

91

9.58"*

10.

11

34

72

9.41**

..

11.

13

9•

9.12·"

12.

14

.0

85

7.57U

13.

12

*

.0

85

8.99*-

14.

.0

85

12.21 ... •

15.

34

72

11.02*··
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Table 4 - continued
Oifferences Between Pretest and Posttest Scores by Item
16.

17.

10

18.

12

19.

10

20.

11

J9

83

12.07""*

"

60

11.01***

J7

79

8.67**

"

77

10.18**

85

9.74*·
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..

• P < .025

< .001

••• P

P < .01

Comparison of Correct Responses
on Pretest and Poslleat
"'rr-,-rr"--'-'-'=--"IT"1rr.,--,-,,,---,-,

I:H.. .

¥++t-i-+--t.lfH++-f'r'l-'l-IFf''H

i:I-t+H++-f-+-+-H+H++-t-+--H
~

15W-J."kI+.H+-+-8.J--H+H+-H
Htl-H+R-f't'if-t--f''Id.i;H'4-+'-!
6L.l.;:'--'~':-l---':-'--'::'O:'--"::!2'--':-"f--L,::'.--'::,,;'--l;20::!

10

e

11

13

15

17

18

Questions
______ Pretest

~.

---.-

POSlI&st

Number of Students who Answered Questions
Correctly on Pretest and Posttest.
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The purpose of this analysis was to examine each test
item and compare the number of students who had items
correct on the pretest with those who had items correct on
the posttest.

Since the 20 test items were designed to

correspond with the ob"1ectives of the instructional unit, a
significant increase in the number of students who had items
correct from pretest to posttest would indicate that the
objectives for the unit were met.
Columns 2 and J of Table 4 show the number of students

who had correct responses on the pretest and posttest by
item.

Column 4 shnws the percentage of students with items

correct for each posttest item.

A line graph was

constructed to present a clearer picture of the number of
students who had items correct on the pretest compared with
the number on the posttest.

This line graph is shown in

Figure 5.
This developer considered a test item successful if it
met two conditions:
1.

At least 75 per cent of the students were

2.

A significant increase in the number of students

successful with each item on the posttest.

getting the item correct in the posttest over the
number of successful students in the pretest.
By using these criteria it was concluded that the test
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items were successful and the objectives for the
instructional unit were met.

Both Table 4 and Figure 5

indicate that the majority of students improved notably on

the posttest.

Of the 47 students tested, a score of 75 per

cent or better was gained on 15 of the 20 test

posttest.

itt~ms

on the

All of the items showed that a significant

increase in learning took. place from pretest to posttest.

This was established by the difference in the number of
successful students on all posttest and pretest items.

Five

of the differences between pretest and posttest scores were
significant at p < .001, thirteen at P < .01 and two at
P < .025.

Item analysis also revealed some weaknesses, for
example, 5 of the 20 items showed scores of less than 75 per
cent on the posttest.

Three of these items, however, had

scores ranging from 70 - 74 per cent which was only slightly
below the expected leveL

All five items, on the other

hand, showed a significant increase on the posttest over the
pretest.

only two items showed results lower than 70%,

numbers 1 and 17.

Item 1 ....as based on the revival of Micmac

culture on the island of Newfoundland and resulted in only
64 per cent of the students selecting the correct answer. It
is believed that many students confused reservations with
Indian Band Councils and inter.preted alternative (8),
1t~~re

being set up acr<">ss the province tl , as

5'
being a correct response for test item

1.

This can be

overcome by emphasising to students that although Indian
Band Councils are set up across the island, they primarily
represent groups of Non-Status Micmacs, not Federally funded

reservations like the Conne River reserve.

Item 1 may need

to be rewritten by replacing alternative (8) if students do
not continue to select the most suitable answer.

This

developer believes t.hat the lov score on item 17, whlch
relates to the goals of the Federation of Newfoundland
Indians, llIay have been due to a lack of emphasis placed on
related content in the student handbook.

This may be

overcome by specifically drawing the attention of students
to the goals set down by the Federation in the student
handbook and by discussing them again after viewing the 30
minute video.

Summary
A pretest and post test were drawn up and all test items
were matched with the objectives for the instructional unit.
As the analysis of the tests results were favorable and the
.objectives were met then the unit was considered successful.
Both tests were used for the pilot testing and the
validation testing of the unit.

Testing was conducted at

two schools with grade 9 and Level I classes after
permission was granted by the Exploits Valley Integrated
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School Board.

Two junior and senior high school teachers and one
social studies co-ordinator acte4 as specialists and were
consulted reqularly during the development of this unit.

They were all satisfied with the unit l.\nd agreed that it was
worthwhile and well suited for use with the social studies

program.
After testing the instructional unit with three groups
of students, the scores of both the pretest and posttest

""ere analyzed.

The results indicated that there was a

si9nificant improvement in posttest scores over pretest
scores and that the unit as a whole was successful.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
IMPLEMENTAnON
Conclusions
Based on the results of pilot and validation testing I
this developer concluded that adequate growth in learning
had been achieved.

A significant increase in scores from

pretest to posttest had taken place.

This was attributed to

students' exposure to the instructional unit.

Analysis of

the pretest and posttest also showed that the test items
were appropriately matched with the objectives of the unit
as shown in Figure 4 and all the objectives for the unit
were met to the satisfaction of this developer as shown in
Table 4.

The instructional unit on the Micmacs of NeWfoundland
was designed to supplement the junior and senior high school
social studies program.

The unit could be used

independently but would be more effective if it were used as
a supplement to a study of First Nations people in
Newfoundland or the Atlantic provinces.

The unit provides

flexibility in that it allows teachers to add to existing
programs without interfering with the programs laid down by
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the oepartment of Education.
This instructional unit may be used in a traditional
way with classroom lectures, discussions and seat work or it
may be used in a more flexible way such as individualized or
Delf-paced learning. or some combination of those methods.

Whatever methodes) the teacher chooses to use, it is
recommended that all students be required to write at least
one standard form of evaluation, preferably the criterion
referenced test whlch is included with the package.
Analysis of the 20 test items showed some minor
weaknesses related to the evaluation instruments in that a
small number of test item scores were slightly below the
expected level.

This developer recognizes that it is

difficult to draw firm conclusions from testing 47 students
and that some or all of these weaknesses may have been a
result of the small number that was tested.

A follow up on

testing of this unit in the schools should confirm whether
or not changes to the evaluation instruments are necessary.
The low test scores on a few of the questions may have been
due to a lack of emphasis placed on certain topics by the
teachers involved.

One teacher pointed out that since he

had tested the unit during the month of December, just
before the Christma,; break, absenteeism on the part of some
students may have been a factor that affected some of the
test scores.
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Recommendations
1.

Students and teachers could become lnval ved in further

development of materials related to the Micmacs.

Replicas

of early types of shelter or early modes of transportation

could be developed for display at the school or district
levels.
2.

Additional instructional units should be developed

related to other First Nations people of Atlantic Canada

such as the Inuit, Naskapi, Montaganais and Beothucks.
3.

Similar instructional units may be developed related to

other minority groups such as the French, Chinese, German,
Jewish, Portuguese, Indo-Pakistani, Italian and others in
Atlantic Canada.

4.

For challenging or special needs students, teachers

should consider reading the pretest and posttest a loud to
them especially if there is a reading problem.

Teachers

might also consider reducing the number of choices in each
question to 2 or J as compared to 4 for other students.
This could be done by a remedial teacher to make the tests
somewhat easier and would also allow special needs students
to complete the testing in approximately the same time span
as others.
5.

Since students do not have much time to focus on the

three graphics presented in the video, teachers might want
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to photocopy the laminated graphics included with the
instructional un! t and pass them out to the class.

6.

Teachers should invite an aboriginal person to speak to

the group during their study of First Nations people.

The

chief of a local band council, a Micmac elder or some native

person living in their community would be logical choices.
7.

Since there are a number of French Immersion classes

across this province at the junior and senior high school
levels, it might be worthwhile to translate the

instructional unit into a French version.

Implementotion
This instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland
will be made available to teachers of central Newfoundland

through the Instructional Materials Center (IMC) of the
Exploits Valley Integrated School Board.

Although this

center was set up primarilY for teachers and students of the
Integrated system, many teachers from the Roman Catholic and
Pentecostal School Boards frequently borrow items from the
center as well.

This developer will also attempt to make

this unit available through the Instructional Materials
division of the Newfoundland Provincial Department of
Education which distributes a large collection of audio
visual materials to schools throughout this province.
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30 Birch street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
A2A 2B4

95 12 09

Dear Social Studies Co-ordinator:
I am 8 part time graduate student in Learning Resources
at Memorial university. The purpose of this letter and

questionnaire is to determine if there is a need for an
instructional unit on the Micmacs of Newfoundland.
Such an instructional unit would be designed to

supplement the social studies program at the junior and
senior high school levels. More specifically it might be
used to supplement the current grade 9 social studies course
or the Cultural Heritage 1200 course in Level I.
It could
also serve as a resource for other courses such as the

Government's newly recommended social studies course for
grade 9 - "Atlantic Canada in the Global community",
Canadian History 1201 or Canadian Geography 1202 in Level I,
The unit would be designed to help students become more
familiar with our First Nations peoples particularly the
Micmacs on the island of Newfoundland.
could you please answer the fOllowing questions and
reply by way of STEM-NET as soon as possible. This would
help determine whether or not such a project would be
worthwhile. Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Yours trulr,
Eugene Osmond (eosmond@calvin,stemnet.nf,ca)
Teacher / librar ian
Grand Falls Academy High School

6.

1.

Are you presently using any instructional materials
that could be used to help students become falliliar
with the total Micmac community of Newfoundland?
YES

2.

NO

Are you aware of any instructional materials
that could be used to help students become familiar
with the total Micmac community of Newfoundland?
YES

I f YES,

J.

NO

please list them below.

If you are using materials related to the Micmacs
of NeWfoundland, are you plcllIscd with them?
YES

NO

TO SOME EXTENT

COMMENT:

4.

Would an instructional unit on the Micmacs of
NeWfoundland be of value to you (or your teachers)

in teaching social studies?
YES

NO

5.

Which of the following types of media would be most
beneficial to your social studies program? Please
indicate your preference by ranking the following
from 1. - 4. (1 being most prefer<l.ble and 4 being
least preferable)
A.

Print materiaL

.

~: ~H:~~~~~~::::::::::::
6.

Which of the following topics and/or components do
you feel should be included?
Student handbook
-Teacher handbook
-History of Micmacs in eastern North America
-When, how, why, where they settled in
-Newfoundland
Overview of Conne River Reserve
-Federation of Newfoundland Indians
-Indian band councils
-Status and Non-Status Indians
-Micmac cultul:e in Newfoundland today
=Others.
Please list below.
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30 Birch Street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
A2A 284

Chief Michael Joe
Miawpukek Micmac Band

Conne River
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Education from Memorial University of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels.
The components of
the unit will consist of a stUdent handbook, teacher guide
and a 20 - 30 minute video.
The main purpose of the video component will be to
focus on the present day Micmacs of Newfoundland and how

they are divided politically and geographically into two
groups of status and Nq,n-Status Indians. The video will
also contain interviews and samples of Micmac culture
related to special holidays and celebrations, crafts and
recreational activities. HopefUlly, this will help students
gain III better understanding of our aboriginal peoples and
help them devolop an appreciation of another cultural group
which comprises our heritage.
I would appreciate it if you would allow me to
interview you on video tape using the questions on the sheet
attached. participation is voluntary and you may refrain
from answering whatever questions you wish or withdraw from
the project at any time. All or part of the interview will
be used as part of the video component. You will be allowed
to view the video tape for purposes of approval prior to its
use in the schools.
A time and date for the interview can
be arranged at your convenience.
If you have any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to give me a call at (709)489-6101 or my project
supervisor, Mr. Bruce Lane, at Memorial University. If at
any time you wish to speak to a resource person not
associated with the study, please contact Dr. Patricia
Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
university.
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial University.
~~_.

Eugene M":'""'Osmond'

J

..
1~
(Chief of Canna River Band) hereby give
permiu?on to 'Use'" a vIdeo taped interview given by me to be used
in relation to the project described above. I understand that
all or part of the interview wUI be used in the project and that
the comph ed instructional unit may be used in schools across
this pray ce.
Date'_J!LQ.JL---I-'::"'!,-,,<~=-
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Interview Questions for the Chief of the Coone Riyer
~.

1.

What is a Micmac Reservation?
-description

2.

When was the Conne River Reservation formed and why was
it initiated?

-purpose

3.

Approximately how many status Indians arc registered
with the Conne River Reservation?

4.

What guidelines al:"e used to determine if someone is a
Status Micmac Indian?

5.

How does a reservation like this one differ from a

6.

Comment on present day Micmac culture and how it has

local Indian Band Council?

changed over the years I

-language
-religion
-special traditions, events and celebrations

7.

What is the greatest threat to Newfoundland Micmac
culture in this province?

8.

What special rights and privileges do Native Indians

have in Newfoundland?

In Canada?

do the country and the province treat/perceive its
natives differently?

9.

How

10.

What do you foresee happening within the next 10-20
years among the status Micmac Indians of Newfoundland?
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30 Birch Street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
A2A 264

Chief Patrick Rumbolt
Banoits Cove community Band Council
Benoits Cove, Bay of Islands
sir:
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the

degree at Master of Education from Memorial university of

Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels. The components of
the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 20

w

30 minute video.

The main purpose of the video component will be to
focus on the present day Micmacs of Newfoundland and how

they are divided politically and geographically into two
groups of status and Non-Status Indians. The video will
also contain interviews and samples of Micmac culture
related to special holidays and celebrations, crafts And
recreational activities. Hopeful \y, this will help students
gain a better understanding of our abOriginal peoples and
help them develop an appreciation of anotner cultural group
which comprises our heritage.
I would appreciate it if you would allow me to
interview you on video tape using the questions on the sheet
attached. Participation is voluntary and you may refrain
from answering whatever questions you wisn or withdraw from
the project at any time. Allor part of the interview will
be used as part of the video component.
You will be allowed
to view the video-tape for purposes of approval prior to its
use in the schools. A time and date for tne interview can
be arranged at your convenience.
If you have any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to contact me at (709) 489-6101 or my project
supervisor, Mr. Bruce Lane, at Memorial University.
If at
any time you wish to speak to a resource person not
associated with t.he study, please contact Dr. Patricia
Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
Uni versi ty.
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial University.
/
Your!=: t r u l v g - - ·

I:;ugene MI vsmona
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COl1ltDu~fty

cov~~i:~ ~~u~~~a~~~o~;~e~;v:iYe

Band Council) Benoits
....
permission to use a video taped interview given by me to be UII!d
in relation to the project described above. 1 understand that
the cOlllpleted instructional unit may be used in schools across
this province.
Date

~"aI
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Interview Questions for the Chief of an Indian Band Council.

1.

What is an Indian band council?
-description of a typical council
-number of band councils on the island?

-location of band councils on the island?

2.

What is the purpose of an Indian Band Council?
-outline of the present goals/aims/objectives.

3 .

What is the procedure for electing the local chief of
an Indian band council?

4.

What guidelines are used to determine if someone is a
Non-Status Micmac Indian?

5.

There has been a revival of Micnlac culture over the
past few years.
Why? What provoked such a revival and

6.

Comment on present day Micmac culture using these
guide
-language
-religion
-special traditions, events, celebrations

when did this come about?

7.

How has Micmac culture changed over the years?

8.

outline some of the proqrams and/or activities carried
on by your local band council.
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30 Birch Street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
A2A 284

Victor Muise Jr.
spiritual Leader
Federation of Newfoundland Indians
Bay st. George, Newfoundland

Sir:

As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Education from Memorial University of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels. The components of
the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 20 - 30 minute video.
The main purpose of the video component will be to
focus on the present day Micmacs of Newfoundland and how

they are divided politically and geographically into two
groups of status and Non-Status Indians. The video will
also contain interviews and samples of Micmac culture
related to special holidays and celebrations, crafts and
recreational activities. Hopefully, this will help students
g1\10 a better understanding of our aboriginal peoples and
help them develop an appreciation of another cultural group
which comprises our heritage.
I would appreciate it if you would allow me to use
video footage from a presentation made by you and the st.
George's Micmac Dancers at Bannerman Park on July 1, 1993.
All or part of the presentation will be used as part of the
video component.
If you have any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to contact me at (709) 489-6101 or my project
supervisor, Mr. Bruce Lane, at Memorial University.
If at
any time you wish to speak to a resource person not
associated with the study, please contact Dr. Patricia
canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
University.
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial University.
'lourS)J;);J,Ju/ff-_·
Eugene K. Osmond

/
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I
(Spiritual leader for
the Federation ofVNewfoundland Indians) St. Georges,
Newfoundl<tnd, hereby give permission to use video footage of
a Canada Day presentation given at Bannerman Park to be used
in relation to the project described above. I understand
that all or part of the presentation will be used in the
project and that the completed instructional unit may be

::

t;O:~~f

this province.
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30 51 reh Street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF.
A2A 284

Dear Sir or Madam:
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Haster of Education from Memorial University of Newfoundland, I
am developing a multi media package on the "Micmacs of
Newfoundland", The components of the l?i\ckage consist of the
following: a student handbook. a teacher's guide and a 15 - 20
minute video.
I hereby relluest release of the following without charge to
be used by me in the development of the said package.

I do hereby agree NOT to use the mat~/rials stated in the
release for financial gain.

!our;_ t r a - ·

I
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30 Birch Street
Grand Falls-windsor, NF
A2A 284

Scott Butt
St. George's Indian Band Council
st. George's, NY
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Education from Memorial university of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels. The components of
the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 20 - 30 minute video.
The main purpose of the video component will be to
focus on the present day Micmacs of Newfoundland and how

they are divided politically and geographically into two
groups of Status and Non-Status Indians. The video will
also contain interviews and samples of Micmac culture
related to special holidays and celebrations, crafts and
recreational activities. Hopefully, this will help students
gain a better understanding of our aboriginal peoples and
help them develop an appreciation of another cultural group
which comprises our heritage.
I would appreciate it if you would allow me to video
tape your presentation on "Micmac Crafts" on Fr iday, October
22, 1994. All or part of the presentation will be used as
part of the video component.
If you have any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to contact me at (709) 489-6101 or my project
supervisor, Mr. Bruce Lane, at Memorial University. If at
any time you wish to speak to a resource person not
associated with the study, please contact Or. Patricia
canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
university.
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
FaCUlty oC Education and Memorial university.

Eugene M'. l:l'smond
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I..A

(Member of the St. George's Indian

Band council) hereby give permission to use a video taped
presentation given by TIle on "Hicmac Cratts" to be used in
relation to the project described above.
I understand that
all or part of the presentation will be used in the project
and that the completed instructional unit day be used in

:::~;:;:S;;;OVince.

7.
30 Birch street
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
1.21. 284

Chief Michael Joe
Miawpukek Micmac Band
Conne River
As partial ful fi llment of the requirements for the degree of
Master of Education from Memorial University of Newfoundland, I
am developing a multi media instructional unit on the "Micmacs of
Newfoundland". The unit will be designed to supplement social
studies programs at the Junior High and/or Senior High school
levels. The components of the unit will consist of a studellt
handbook, teacher guide and a 15 - 20 minute video.
The main purpose of the video component will be to focus on
the prest:!nt day Micmacs of Newfoundland and how they are divided
politically and geographically into two groups of status and Nonstatus Indians. The video will also contain interviews and
samples of Micmac culture related to special holidaYs and
celebrations, crafts and recreational activities. Hopefully,
this will help students gain a better understanding of our
aboriginal peoples and help them develop an appreciation of
another cultural group which comprises our heritage.
I wot.l1d appreciate it it you would allow me to video tape
your presentation at the Mary March Museum on Friday, August 12,
1994. Allor part of the presentation will be used as part of
the video component.
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the Faculty of
Education and Memorial University.

Your~""

/

EtlgenrM.l",.OSlnOnd

perm~10nto- use a vd~~i~:p~~ ~;~~:n~;~~~nB:~~lnh~;e~~ ~~v~e

used in relation to the project described above. I understand
that all or pat"t of the pt"esentation will be used in the ",roject
and that the completed instt"uctional unit may be used in schools
across
is province.
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30 Birch street
Gri!lond Fa lIs-Windsor, NF
A2A 284

Mr. Stan Cole, Super intendent
Exploits Valley Integrated School Board
Grand Falls-Windsor, NF
Sir:

As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Education from Memorial university of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of NeWfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High school levels. The components of
the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 30 minute video.
Because of inadequate coverage given to the Micmacs of
Newfoundland in some textbooks and the lack of instructional
materials available, the main purpose of the project will be
to fill that void which now exists in that area of Social
Studies. 1'he stUdent handbook will contain an historical
background to the Micmacs of the Maritimes and Newfoundland.
'l'he video component will fOCUEl on the present day Micmacs of
Newfoundland and how they are divided politically and
geographically into two groups of status and Non-status
Indians.
I would appreciate it if you would grant me permission
to do pilot testing and validation testing of the unit itt
Grand Falls Academy and Inglis Memorial High Schools.
Students will be required to write a pretest, work through
the unit and will then be given a posttest. The purpose
will be to establish that the instructional unit is
effective. The amount of class time required for such
testing will be approximately 4 hours of class time per
group. Times and dates of the testing will be arranged with
the principal of each school. Please tind attached copies
of two letters to be sent to the respective principalE>.
participation in this project is voluntary and SUbjects
have the right to withdraw from the project at any time
without prejudice and may refrain from answering any
questions they prefer to omit. If at any time you wish to
speak to a resource person who is not directly associated
with the stUdy, you may contact Dr. Patricia canning,
Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
university. The supervisor for my thesis/project is Mr.
Bruce Lane, Memorial University.
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This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial University.

'{our~
Eugen1 M:-"""Osmond

I
(Superintendent of the
Exploits vailey Integrated School Board) hereby give
permission for piloting testing and validation testing of
the project related to Micmac Indians of Newfoundland as
described above. Participation is entirely voluntary and
all information is strictly confidential. I understand that
the completed instructional unit may be used in schools
across this

pr7ce.

oate-J.'iJ)
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30 Birch Street
Grand ralls-windsor, NF
A2A 284

Dr. Brian Taylor, Principal
Grand Falls Academy High School
Grand Falls-Windsor. NF
A2A IT6

Sir:

As partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Haster of Education from Memorial university of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland". The unit will be
designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels. The components of
the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 30 minute v ideo.
Because of inadequate coverage given to the Micmacs of
Newfoundland in some textbooks and the lack of instructional

materials available, the main purpose of the project will be
to fill that void which now exists in that area of Social
studies. The student handbook will contain an historical
background to the Micmacs of the Maritimes and Newfoundland.
The video component wi.l focus on the present day Micmacs of
Newfoundland and how they are divided politically and
geographically into two groups of Status and Non-Status
Indians.
I would appreciate it if you would grant me permission
to do a pilot testing of the unit with a group of 10 - 15
Grade 9 students and validation testing with two other
groups of approximately 20 grade 9 and 20 Level I students.
The purpose of piloting testing will be to find specific
sections of the unit that need strengthening or improvement
before making the final product. Validation testing will
determine whether or not instructional unit is effective.
The amount of class time required for such testing will be
approximately 4 hours of class time per class. A time and
date of the testing may be arranged at your convenience and
that of the classroom teacher.
participation in this project is voluntary and SUbjects
have the right to withdraw from the project at any time
without prejUdice and may refrain from answering any
questions they prefer to omit. If at any time you wish to
speak to a resource persol'l who is not directly associated
with the study, you may contact Or. Patricia Canning,
Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
University. The supervisor for my thesis/project is Mr.
Bruce Lane, Memorial University.
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This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial university.

Yours

.-'

I

t;ru.hY,~

(Principal of Grand Falls

~~:~~~~ ~~g~h:C~~~i~e~:~~t~~v~op~~~i~i~~~C;O~fpi lot

Newfoundland as described above. Participation is entirely
voluntary and 1Ill information is strictly confidential. I
understand that the completed instructional unit may be used
in schools ctcross t is ~ovince.

__

oate_~'>'<-'--'--f--f-"'>-
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30 Birch street
Grand Falls-Windsor. NF
A2A 284
Mr. David StoadIey,

Principal
Inglis Memorial High School
Bishop's Falls, NF

AOH leO

Sir:

As partial fulfillment ot the requirements for the
degree of Master of Education from Memorial university of
Newfoundland, I am developing a multi media instructional
unit on the "Micmacs of Newfoundland".

The unit will be

designed to supplement social studies programs at the Junior
High and/or Senior High School levels.

The components of

the unit will consist of a student handbook, teacher guide
and a 30 minute video.
Because of inadequate coverage given to the Micmllocs of

Newfoundland in some textbooks and the lack of instructional
materials available, the main purpose of the project will be
to fill that void which now exists in that area of Social
stUdies. The student handbook will contain an historical
background to the Micmacs of the Maritimes and Newfoundland.
The video component will focus on the present day Micmacs of
Newfoundland and how they are divided politically and
geographically into two groups of status and Non-Status
Indians.
I ....ould appreciate it if you would grant me permission
to do validation testing of the unit .... ith a group of 20 - 25
Level I stUdents. They will be required to write a pretest,
work through the unit and ....ill then be given a posttest.
The purpose will be to establish that the instructional unit
is effective. The amount of class time required for such
testing will be approximately 4 hours of class time. A tiDe
and date of the validation testing may be arranged at your
convenience.
Participation in this project is voluntary and SUbjects
have the right to withdraw from the project at any time
without prejudice and may refrain from answering any
questions they prefer to omit. I f at any time you wish to
speak to a resource person who is not directly associated
with the study, you may contact Dr. Patricia Canning,
Associate Dean, Research and Development, Memorial
University. The supervisor for my thesis/project is Mr.
Bruce Lane, Memorial University.

••
This project meets the ethical guidelines of the
Faculty of Education and Memorial univerS.itY.
/l

v,·",... d t-"'''l~/r
E~gene

--.
/

;?t. L6'siT;ond

I
(Principal of Inglis
Memorial HIgh School)} hereby gIve permission for validation
testing of the project related to Micmac Indians of
Newfoundland as described above. participation is entirely
voluntary and all information is strictly confidential. I
understand that the completed -lustructional unit may be used
in schools a~ss this province.

Date

0k1~.5-
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Appendix C
Checklists for Specialists
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Content Appraisal - Checklist
Poor
Accuracy of content

Excellent

(j)

Organization and sequencing of
the content

Scope of content coverage

Adequacy of concept development

Theoretical soundness of content

Need for additional content

Adequate evaluation of objectives

Adequate evaluation of unit

Additional Comments

f)
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MedjaltecbnjcaJ Appraisal - Checklist
Poor
Quality of visuals

Appropriate layout/design

Appropriate media choice

Attractiveness of presentation

F8ckaging of instruction for
implement ion

Excellent

88

Learning Strateeics Apnraisal _ Checklist
Poor

Excellent

Appropriateness of instructional

format
Good mixture of theory/application
Adequate practice for skill
devolopment

Terminology suited to learnc:'rs
Directions clear and unambiguous
Appropriate language level
Adequate learner feedback

Appropriate exa'lpl es of concepts
provided
Addjtj!IOD! Comments

1

(l)s

s.

Appendix D
Teacher Handbook
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"Micmacs of Newfoundland"
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To the Teacher
M

The Instructional unit entitled the MMicmacs of Newfoundland is designed for
junIor or senior high school students who are registered for rocial studies in

grade 9 or level I. It is made up of a student handbook, teacher handbook
and a 30 minute video which focuses on Micmacs living in Newfoundland
today. The unit will be or special value to those students in and around
central and westem Newfoundland. the areas occupied by Micmacs. It will
particularly be suited to Unit'" of the Cultural Heritage 1200 Course which is
entitled "The Other Ethnic Groups in Our Cultural Mosaic". The unit,

however. may also be used as a supplement to any social studies course
dealing with natives of the Atlantic Provinces such as the newly
recommended course for grade 9 "Atlantic Canada in the Global
Community". Canadian History 120 I or Canadian Geography 1202. The unit
is designed to help students become more familiar with our First Nations
peoples. particularly the Micmacs on the island or Newfoundland.

Teaching Strategies
This instructional unit provides ne:dbJlity in that it allows the teacher to add to

existing programs without interfering with the programs laid down by the
Department of Education. It may be used in a traditional way with classroom
lectures, discussions and seat work or It may be used in a more flexible way
such as individualized or self.paced learning or some combination of those

methods. Whatever method(s) the teacher chooses to use, it is
recommended that all students be required to write at least one 'standard
form of evaluation, preferably the criterion referenced test which is included
with the package.
It Is suggested that students be required to work through the Student
Handbook before viewing the ]0 minute video. All Student Activities at the

end of each section and those Further Research questions assigned by the
teacher should be completed. Another approach teachers might use Is to
have students view the first 15 minutes of the video while completing the
seaion on Status and Non-Status Indians in the Student Handbook. The
second half of the video, which relates to present day Micmac Culture in
Newfoundland, mIght be shown durin8 a later class.
It is recommended that each student complete the.pomest with a mInImum
of 75 per cent accuracy. If a student scores less than 75 per cent he/she
should be given extra help with the unit or get remedial help before writing
the test a second time.
If there are challenging or special needs stude/tts in the class, theIr teacher
should consider reading the pretest and posttest aloud to them. The SpeCial
needs teacher might also consIder redUcing the number of choices in each
question to 2 or 3 as compared to 4 on the regular test. This would make it
pOSSible for thE'W students to complete the testIng in approximately the same
time span as the others and also allow them to meet with much more success.

Learning Objectives
Terminal Objective

I. junior and senior high school social studies students will develop an
awareness of Micmac culture by identifying how it has helped shape our

Newfoundland heritage.
Enabling Objectives
2. To examine the lifestyle of early Micmacs In eastern North America by
comparing and contrasting the Micmac way of life before and after the

arrival of Europeans.
3. To explore when and how Micmacs arrived in Newfoundland by
examining factors which influenced their decision to come to this island
and the route thl:.'Y choose.

4. To analyse the settlement patterns of Micmacs in Newfoundland by
examining the relationship between why thto/ came to Newfoundland and

where they settled.

S. To reflect upon the myth that Micmacs were responsible for killing off the
Beothucks by presenting evidence to support that argument.

6. To analyse reasons why the Micmacs of Conne River were late In gaining
Indian Status and why some conflicts developed in relation to Federal
funding for the reserve.
7. To reflect upon two major groups of Micmacs in Newfoundland by
comparing and contrastIng the organization of both Status and Non-Status
Micmacs in Newfoundland.
8. Aker viewing the video "Micmacs or Newfoundland Today" students will
demonstrate a deeper awareness of these First Nations people by
describing specific aspects of their culture that have lK!en revived over
the past few yean and how It has been a struggle to do so.

Answer Sheet for Pretest
N""',

2.

..3.

5.

_

Score

"

12.
13.

I•.
IS.

6.

16.

7.

17.

B.

lB.

9.

19.

10.

20.

_

Pretest
This Criterion Rererenc~ Test is Based on the Learning Objectives for the
Unit.
Plac.e the LETTER of the most suitable answer in fhe space provided at the
RIGHT.

I. There has been a revival of Micmac culture on the island of
Newfoundland In the past few years because.

(

)

(A) Micmacs are eoncentnting more on the sea u
opposed to the land
(8) rescrv.ulons are being set up ilCron the province
(q most have returned to traditional Micmac shelten;

(O) Micmxs have placed more emphasis on their l3n&uage,
cnfts, singing and dancing
2. MMicmac:s of Newfoundland are proud of their heritage today
and want to be recognized as First Nations people- .
()
(A) Micmac culture has aJways been very strong In St.

John's and Comer Brook
(8) Micmac. culture weakened somewhat dunng the first
half of this century on this island but is now coming
back nt"ona:
(q MlcmiICS have always been proud of their heritage here
on this islanc:l
(D)This is trUe onlyfOl'" Non-Status Micmacs
3. Which ONE of the (ollowing was TRUE regarding the lifestyle
of early MlcmKS In eastern North America? .
(

(A) Micmac clothing was always very plain and never
decomed
(8) All of their houses or dwellings were rectangular skaped
(C) Buffalo meat and salt fISh were their two main
sources of food
(D) Before they were converted to Christianity by the
Europeans, they believed In reincarnation and
supernatural forces

4. Before the arrival of Europeans to eastern North America
the Micmac system of govemment .

(

)

(

)

(

)

(A) was much more elaborate than that of the Europeans

(8) had only one level of government and one chief for the

entire Micmac nation

as seasonal
movements and reassigning hunting territories at a
Grand Council
(O)had a way of choosing their chlef(s) from different
families each year on a rotating basis

(C) held discussions on major issues such

5. Which ONE of the following was a major change that

took place in the Micmac way of life following the arrival
of the Europeans? .
(A) Micmacs became less dependent on the land and more
dependent on the sea
(8) The introduction of such foods as flour and salt had
negative effects on their health

(C) With the Introduction of European goods such as
knives, axes and muskets the Micmacs could work less
and trap fewer animals
(0) European diseases had a positive effect on their health
because it built up their resiStam::e
6. Micmacs first made their way to Newfoundland by means of
canoes. The route followed was

(A) Cape Breton to Coone River
(8) Cape Breton to St. Paul's Island to Cape Ray
(C) North Sydney to Comer Brook
(D) Halifax to Port aux Basques
7, One of the reasons why many Micmacs lert Cape Breton and came to

settle In Newfoundland was .
(A) they were invited to settle here by the English

(B) Cape Breton was becoming over crowded by the
French soldiers
(C) Newfoundland had a larger population than Nova
Scotia, hence they could carry on a better trade.
(D) most Catholic PrieStS had left Cape Breton so by
moving to Newfoundland, Micmacs would be able
to access the services of a Catholic priest on the Island
of St. Pierre

(

)

8. One of the maln reasons why Micmacs were attracted to
Newfoundland was because.

(

)

(

)

(A) they were very interested in fishing off the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland
(8) they wanted to become friends with the Europe'\ns
and Beothucks
(C) there were large herds of caribou on the islandand a
sizable population of beaver
(0) Newfoundland would have a much more favourable
climate than Nova Scotia
9, This part of Newfoundland bei:ame the area where most of
the Micmacs choose to settle ,
(A) northern Newfoundland
(B) Notre Dame Bay area
(C) southern Newfoondland west of the Burin Peninsula
(D) eastern Newfoundland
10. Many Micmacs retreated to the Conne River area because

()

(A) there was Increasing conmets with the whites along the
western and northeastern coastS
(B) they wanted to fish for a living
(C) the Europeans were more civilized and easier to trade
with In the ConllE! River area
(D) they were forced to move there by the Federal
Government
I I. The site of Conne RIver was chosen by the Micmacs because (
(A) it had good access to hunting and trapping in the
interior of the island
(B) it was closer to their European friends along the coast
(C) of a large community of Beothucks In the area
(D) it was close to all the major trading centers on the
island

)

12. One argument suggests that it is very unlikely the Micma~s
were responsible for killing off the Beothu~ks because

()

(A) all documented evidence suggests that they were ttll!
best of friends
(B) the Micmacs did not have guns
(C) they occupied different parts of tke Island and were
not competing for the same territory
(0) Beothucks were very good at using rifles and able to
defend themselves

13. It Is now believed that the reason for thedemlsB of the
Beothucks was not that the Micmacs killed them off
but because .

(

)

(

)

(Al they were cut orr from their normal coastal food
supplies by the European fishermen
(B) they were gready reduced by the Vikings dUring their
stay In Newfoundland
(C)there was a series or wars with the Inuit who
periodiCally crossed the Strait of Belle Isle and attacked
those living on the island
(D) there were a series of severe winters which the
Beothucks were unable to endure
14.

Mi~macs ofConne River were late In gaining Indian Status
with the Federal Government after Newfoundland joined

Canada because •

(A) the Provincial Govemment wanted them to become
Status Indians In 1949 but the Micmacs refused
(8) they were unaware of how the Federal Govemment
was dealing with other Indians across Canada
(C) the Federal Government only wanted to recognize
those Micmacs living outside of Conne River
(0) Micmacs wanted to live as other Newfoundlanders and
did not want any reserves In NewfOl.Wldland

15. ConnictS developed between the Micmacs and the Feder.d
and Provincial Governments over funding for the Micmacs
orConne Riverbeeause

(

)

(

)

(

)

18. Micmac community band councils are located in these areas, (

)

(A) at first, funding was handled by the Provincial and
Federal Governments, wt,ich gave the province too
much power over how the money was spent.

(8) the Provincial Government wanted all Micmacs to
resettle at Conne River so that they would have better
control over funding

(C) the Micmacs wanted the Provincial Government to
manage all the funding

(D) the Feder.iJ Government wanted to establish several
reserves across the island but the Micmacs only
wanted one at Conne River

16.

Non~5tatus

Micmacs in Newfoondland ate now represented

by the .

(A) Native Association of Newfoundland & labrador
(8) InnuNatlon

(C) Federation of Newfoundland Indians
(D) Inuit Association
11. WhIch ONE of these is agoal or the Federation or
Newfoundland Indians.

(A) for all Micmacs to become bilingual and speak French
or English only

(8) to see that Micmacs ate not slngled out as a distinctive
group In our society
(C)tO be recognized as ordinary NewfOl.lndland people
(D) to obtain similar programs and 5ervices as their
mainland counterparts

(A) Glenwood, Grand Falls·Windsor, St. George's

(8) St. John's. Clarenville, Comer Brook

(C) Clarenville. Gander. Grand Falls·Windsor
(D) POrt Aux Basques, St. Anthony, Deer Lake

10

19. July 26 15 a religious hoiidaywhich has traditionally been
celebrated by the Micmacs of Co nne River, It is known as

()

(A) Saint Patrick's Day
(B) Saint Anne·s Day

(C) Saint Paul':.: Day
(D)SaintJude's Day

20, Which ONE of these Micmac spiritual symbols is properly
described below!

(

(A) The Micmac drum is square and made oi a special
plastic manufactured In Nova Scotia

(B) Sweet grass is often used to replace sugar in
traditional Micmac foods

(C)" talking 5tick is used to help very young children
speak at an early age
(D)A peace pipe, which signifies unity, is considered
sacred only when Its two pieces come together

"

)

Answers for Pretest
1.0

II. A

2.•

12. C

3.0

13. A

•. C

14. B

S.•

15. A

6.•

16. C

7.0

17.0

S.C

18. A

•. C

19. B

IO.A

20. D

12

Answers for Student Activities
Students may use these answers as a guide following the completion of the
student actiVities. If answe~ are incorrect. studentS should read the
appropriate section(s) again before moving [0 the next set of activities.

I. CA)

Breechdout. frock, moccasins, fur robes, skin leggings. hooded
par1l.as.

(C)

Frills, porcupine quills, shells. Women.

2. CA)

(8)

J. CA)

(8)

i.

Snowshoes. toboggans/sleds. canoes, backpacksltrumplines.

(8)

Conical shaped wi2Yfam • constructed of blrchbark laid over a
frame of wooden poles and tied at the top with roOts or strips
of hide; had one door and a fireplace at the centre.

• ~ - resembled a bowl turned upside down.
Used as a sweat lodge for t1Idng steam baths.
- RectJD&Ular wta:wam . made of lop with vertical uptight posts
at the front and rear.

• A band chief headed a relatively sman group of Micmacs approximately 20-50.
• A district chief headed a much larpr group spread CNer a moc:h
Iarg« vea - approximately 100-500
• Personal qualities of leadership
- Their families traditionaJty furnished c:hlefs
- He would be strong. courageous and able to bear pain
without complaining
• He would be generous and able to control hostile tendencies

• Great supernatural forces associated with the sun
• Mer death their souls would travel to a place where earthly evils
would be punished and correct living would be rewarded
• Reincarnation
• Souls of animals and superhuman beIngs in the supematuraJ world

Il

ew..a
I.T
2. F

3. T
4. F
S. F

I. (A)
(B)
2.

6. F
7. F

..

8. T
F
10. T

Date is uncertain, but one source dates back to the early

'600s.

During the 17605
Map work
Micmacs first came by canoe from Cape Breton to St. Paul's Island

3.

to Cape Ray. Crossings were made ilt night when it was calm.
They were guided by fires lit on the barrens of Cape Ray.
4.

Answers will vary depending on groups chosen.

S.

Answers will vary.

I. (A)

Catholic priests had moved out of the Maritime ;na but by
moving to Newfoundland MicmiCS could access a priest on the
nearby Island of St. Pierre.

(8)

Would be better able to trade with English settler1 and European

fishermen In Newfoundland than in Cape Breton

(q

Increased number of white settlers In Cape Breton. Newfoundland
was not as crowded and populated only by a few Beothucks and

(D)

Attractive hunting and trapping in Newfoundland.

European fishermen.

2.

Map work
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3. (A)

(B)
4.

• Because of conflict with the white population along the westem
and northeastern coasts.
• Europeans had started fishing for salmon and trapping fur bearing
animals near the coastline.
• Micmacs were blamed by Europeans for disturbing traps and
causing mischief.
• They could hunt and trap the center of the island from Coone River.

Answers will vary.
Answers will vary.

I. (A)
(B)

2.

Lack of documented evidence.
Beothucks and Micmacs occupied different parts of the lslaod.
Various diseases
Cut off from coastal food supplies by the Europeans

3. (A)

• Conflict over hunting territories.
• Clashes over fishing zones on the coast.
• Competition In the trading industry.

(B)

Answers will wry.

I.

The Micmacs were flOt recognized as Status Indians when
I" lewfoundland joined Canada In 1949 like those in the maritimes.
Canne RIver was isolated and the few residents were unaware of
what was happening In the rest of Canada.

2.

There conflictS because all Federal and Provincial money received
by Conne River was being channeled through the Newfoundland
Govemment. Our provincial govemment had too much control
over how their money was allocated.

J.

Conne River Reserve is located on the south coast at the head of
Bay d'Espoir. It is 12 km off the Harbour Breton Highway.

IS

4.

Education, ~ services, hu/th, fire departmem:, recreational
facllitles, police, economic developmen::.

S.

- Federally funded pf"Oirams and services from the Depvtment of
Indian Affairs.
• No sales tax on goods purthased on the reserve.
- Community feeling among Micmacs.
- Better able [0 maintain their own culture.

6.

Answers will vary.

7.

Answers will

vary.

I.

Non-Status Micmacs

2.

- ~ are entitled to programs and servkcs to better
their education, health and nousing conditions under the Federal
Indian Act. They are associated with the Conne River Reserve.
• NQo.Stjltlls Micmacs are not entitled to such programs as the Status
Indians. They are represented by the Federation of Newfoundland
Indians· office at Corner Brook. They are organized Into 10 band

councils.
3.

Inoo, Inuit, Micmacs.

4.

Mapworlc

s.

li!liII>
• To obtain recognition as aboriginal people.
• To obtain programs and services as their mainW1d counterparu..
• Maintain and promote Micmac identity

6.

Answers will vary.

7.

Answers will vary.

B.

Answers will vary.

I.

Solulion for Crossword Puzzle
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Answer Sheet for Postles!
Name

Score_ _

II

2.

12.

J.-

13.

4.

14.

5.

15

6.

16.

7.

-

B.

17.
lB.

9.

19.

10.

20.

IB

Postlesl
This Criterion Referenced Test is Based on the learning Objectives for the
Unit.

Place the LETTER of the most suitable answer in the space provided at the
RIGHT.

I. In the pastfewye~there has been arellival of Micmac culture
on the island of Newfoundland because
(

(A) Micmacs are concentrating more on the sea as
opposed to the land
(B) Micmacs have placed more emphasis on their language,
crafts, sInging and dancing
(C) reservations are being set up across the province
(0) most have returned to traditional Micmac shelte~
2. "Today Micmacs of Newfoundland arc proud of their heritage
and want to be recognized as First Nations people"

(A) MIcmac culture has always been very strong in St.
John's and Comer Brook
(8) Micmacs have always been proud of their heritage here

on this Island
(q This is true only for Non-Status Micmacs
(D) Micmac culture weakened somewhat during the first
half of this century on this island but Is now coming
back strong

3. Which ONE of the following was TRUE regarding the lifestyle
of early Micmacs In eastem North America? .•.
(
(A) All of their houses or dwellings were rectangular shaped
(8) Micmac clothing was always very plain and never
decorated
(C) ~~~~~:th:;~~;=~r~~n~~~:~the
supematuralforces
(0) Buffalo meat and salt fish were their two main sources
of food

'9

"t. The Micmac system of govemment was different before the
arrival of the Europeans because it .

(

)

S. Following the arrival of the Europeans, which ONE of the
following malar changes took place in the Micmac Yn,y of life? (

)

(A) held discussions at a Grand Council related to major

issues such as seasonal movements and the reassigning
of hunting territories
(6) was much more elaborate than that of the Europeans
(C) had only one level of government and one chief for the
entire Micmac nation
(D) had a way of choosing their chief(s) from different
families each year on a rotating basis

(A) Micmacs became less dependent on the land and more
dependent on the sea
(6) With the Introduction of European goods such as
knives, axes and muskets the Micmacs could work less
and trap fewer animals
(C) European diseases had a positive effect on their health
because It built up their resistance
(D) The introduction of such foods as flour and salt had
negative effects on their health

6. The route followed when Micmacs first made their way to
Newfoundland by means of canoes was

(

)

(

)

(A) Cape Breton to Conne River

(B) North Sydney to Corner Brook
(C) Cape Breton to St, Paul's Island to Cape Ray
(0) Halifax to Port aux Basques

7. Many Micmacs left Cape Breton and came to settle In
Newfoundland. One of the reasons was
(A) they were Invited to settle here by the English

(B) most Catholic Priests had left Cape Breton so by
moving to Newfoundland. Micmacs would be able to
access the services of a Catholic priest on the island of
St. Pierre
(C) Cape Breton was becoming over crowded by the
French soldiers
(D) Newfoundland had a larger population than Nova
Scotia. hence they could carry on a better trade.

20

B. Another reason why Micmacs were attrJCted to
Newfoundland was because. . .

(

)

(A) they were very Interested in fishing off the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland

(B)

;;:r

B=~~~~ become friends with the Europeans

(C) Newfoundland would have a much more favourable
climate than Nova Scotia
(D) there were large herds of caribou on the island and a
sizable population of beaver
9. Most Micmacs choose to settle on this part of the Island.

()

(A) souther: I Newfoundland west of the Burin Peninsula
(B) nonhern Newfoundland
(C) Notre Dame Bay area

(D) eastern Newfoundland

10. Conne River became the area where many Micmacs selected
to retreat because.

(

)

. (

)

(A) they wanted to fish for a living
(B) the Europeans were more civilized and easier to trade
with in the Conne River area
(q there was Increasing conflicts with the whites along the
western and nonheastem coasts
(O)they were forced to move there by the Federal
Government
II. Micmacs choose the site of Conne River because
(A) it was closer to their European friends along the coast
(B) of a large community of Beothucks in the area
(C) It had good access to hunting and trapping in the
Interior of the island
(O)it was close to all the major trading centers on the
Island

21

12. According to one argument, it is very unlikely that Micmacs
were responsible for killing off the Beothucks because.

()

(A) they occupied different parts of the Island and were
not competing for the same territory
(8) all documented evidence suggest5 that they were the
best of friends
(C) the Mic.macs did not have guns
(0) 8eothuc.k,s were very good at using rines and able to
defend themselves
13. A popular belief now held concerning the demise of the
Beothuc~ Is not that the Micmacs killed them off but because (
(A) they were greatly reduc.ed by the Vikings during their
stay in Newfoundland
(8) there was a series of wars with the Inuit who
periodically crossed the Strait of Belle Isle and attacked
those living on the Island
(C) there were a series of severe winters which the
8eothucks were unable to endure
(D) they were: cut off from their normal coastal food
supplies by the European fishermen
14. After Newfoundland joined Canada In 1949 the Micmacs of
Conne River were late in gaining Indian Status with the Federal
Government because . .
(
(A) they were unaware of how the Federal Government
was dealing with other Indians across Canada
(8) the Provincial Government wanted them to become
Status Indians in 1949 but the Micmacs refused
(C) Micmacs wanted to live as other Newfoundlanders and
did not want any reser.-cs in Newfoundland
(D) the Federal Govemment only wanted to recognize
8those Micmacs living outside of Conne River
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15. Funding for the Micmacs of Conne River caused conflicts to
develop between Micmaa and the Federal and Provincial
Governments because. ,

( )

(A) the Provincial Government wanted all Micmacs to
resettle at Conne River so that they would have better

control over funding
first, (unding was handled by the Provincial and
Feder?J Governments, which gave the province
too much power over how the money was spent.
(C) the Micmacs wanted the PrOVincial Government to
manage all the funding
(D) the Federal Govemment wanted to establish several
reserves across the island but the Micmacs anty
wanted one at Conne River

(B)

at

16. In Newfoundland today all Non-Status Micmacs are
represented by the

(

)

(A) Federation of Newfoundland Indians
(B) Native Assoclatlon of Newfoundland & Labrador
(q Innu Nation
(D)lnuitMOCiation
17, A major goal of the Federation of Newfoundland Indians is

()

(A) (or all Micmacs to become bilingual and speak French

or English only
(8) to obtain similar programs and services as their
mainland counterparts
(q to see that Micmacs are I'IOt singled Out as a distinctive
group In our society
(D)to be recognized as ordinary Newfoundland people
18. Micmac band coundls are located in these towns and represent the
sllTounding areas . • •
. . • • ••• _ • • • • • • ( )
(A) St. John's, Clarenville, Comer Brook
(8) Clarenvllle. Gander, Grand Falls-Windsor
(C) Glenwood. Grand Falls-Windsor, St. George's
(D) POI1 Aux Basques, St. Anthony, Deer Lake
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19. TrMitIonally, July 261m been celebrated by the Mlc.macsof
Conne River:as a religious holiday. It Is known as

(

)

(A) SaInt Patrick's Day
(8) Saint Paul's Day

(q_Jude',Day
(0) Saint Anne's Day

20. Four Micmac spiritual symbols are Iistedbebw.
WhkhONEoftheselsproperly~ribed!

. . . . . • • . .(

(A) The Micmac drum Is square and made of a special
plastlc manufactUred in Nova Scotia
(8) A peace ,"pe. which signifies unity, Is considered
sacred only when Its two pieces come together
{C) Swe.~ ,r.LSS Is often used to replace sugar In
traditional Micmac foods
(O)A talking stick is used to help veryyoong children

speak at an early age

)

Answer> lor Posttesl
1.8

Il.e

2.0

12.A

J.C

13.0

4.A

14.A

S.D

IS. B

6.C

16.A

7.8

17.8

8.0

IS.C

'.A

19.0

10.C

20.8
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Introduction
~il

I

unit of study on the Micmacs of Newfoundland deals with the lifestyle

of evty Micmacs in eastern North America and the Influences that

Europeans had on them.
The date of their arrival in Newfoundland is observed and the route taken by
them when they flt'1t anived here. Some of the reasons why Micmacs came
to Newfouodland are examined and why they settled where they did on this
island.

The myth that the Micmacs slaughtered the Beothucks 15 considered and
arguments are presented to show that these Indians were not resllOnsible for
killing off the Beothucks.
This unit shows how the Micmacs are divided geographically and politically In

this province Into groups of Status and Non-Status Micmacs, It also points
out how each group Is treated differently by the Federal Government.
Students are asked to work througn this handbook either as a group or
Individually and complete the student activities uslgned by your teacher.
After completing the student activities. each student should view the
accompanying thirty minute video on Mionac: culture In Newfoundland today.

Early Micmacs 01 Eastern North America
Food

~:~~;~:=:a~~I~~O::~~~.l~t:h~:~~~;~t~:~~:~~;

hunters, fishers and gatherers who lived a semi-nomadic life according to
the seasons. They appealed to obtaln a great portion of their food from the
sea and throughout the spring. summer and early fall they caught smelt,
salmon, trout, cod and eels. The Micmacs hunted birds and gathered theIr
eggs and occasionally hunted sea mammals and seals off the coast from thelr
canoes. When the weather turned colder they woold begin to look Inland for
their livelihood. In the fa/I they trapped beaver, oner and muskrat and'
hunted bear. During the winter the Micmacs hunted caribou which was one
of their main sources of food.
Clothing
Traditionally, Micmac summer clothing consisted of a breechclout (or
I men, which was a piece of cloth or leather wom about the hips, and a
frock for women along with moccasins. In winter both men and women
wore fur robes, skin leggings and moccasins, If It were extremely cold they
would sometimes wear a hooded p~ made from caribou or seal skin.
Quite often their clothes would have frills and would be decorated with

porcupine quilts or shells. This was a task performed only by women,

Early Modes o( Transportation.

O~;:;:~~:t~:lin~~~~~owshoes.

which enabled Micmacs to travel In
deep snow during the winter. They also used
snowshoes (or stalking moose and caribou
and tending their trap lines during the winter
months.

~~

~

:-

Hand drawn toboggans or sleds were used
_ for carrying heavy loads In winter.

_

v

Birchbark or skin canoes were used to
transport heavy loads during the warmer
months. Their canoes ranged in size (rom
three metres to eight metres. Its high ends
and the sides which curved upwards
towards the center. kept It from taking on
water In rough seas. When portaging a
canoe, the Micmacs often used a backpack
and a trumpline to carry their food and
equipment. A trumpline was "carrying
strap worn across the forehead or chest
and attached to a heavy load on the
person's back.

Trump/lne

Shelter - Micmac Wipams.

ndl the middle of the 19th century Micmacs lived In small conical shaped

erected on flat ground. These were constructed blrchbark
Uwigwams
laid over a frame of wooden poles which were
the top
of

tied at

with rootS

or strips of caribou hide. ThIs type of wigwam, which was the most common
type. had one door and a fireplace at the centre. There was also a rounded
type of hut which resembled a bowl turned upside down. Micmacs
frequently used this shape when they wanted a smalt sweat-lodge which was
used for taking steam baths.

~~~~~2~::·?=-"._"'c."UII"

~

RourldedWlgwam

There Is also evidence that Micmacs built rectangular shaped wigwams made
of logs with vertical upright posts at the front and rear of the structure. It
was not until sometime between 18]9 and 1869 that most of those Indians
abandoned the wigwam for conventional North American style houses.

How They Governed
~e

Micmacs had their own system of government but it was not
considered as elaborate as that of the Europeans. The smallest political
unit was that of a summer village which was nothing more than a number
of families headed by a chosen local or band chief. The band chiefs would all
meet occasionally in sort of a district council. presided over by a district
chief. to discuss marten; on a wider basis. The district chiefs along with
important shamans occasionally met in what was referred to as a Grand
Council. Their discussions would usually center on issues that afretted all
Micmacs. for example war and peace. They planned seasonal movements
and also confinned and reassigned hunting territories. The Grand Council
was headed by a Grand Chief of all the Micmacs who usually INed in Cape
Breton, Nova Scotia. Similar Micmac govemments exist in Newfoundland
and the Maritime Provinces today.

I

Chiefs of all levels were chosen because of their pe~na1 qualities of
leadership and because they came from families which traditionally fumished
chiefs. A chief was expected to resemble an ideal Micmac personality. He
was supposed to be strong. courageous and able to bear pain and hardship
without: complaining. He was also expected to be generous and atMe to
control any hostile tendencies that he might have to'W'ard other memben of
his community. A chief was also expected to seek revenge upon his enemies
for any injuries that may have been brought upon his people.

A MICMAC CHIEF
Strong, courageous, generous
Bear pain and hardship
without complaining
Seek revenge on the enemies
of his people

Beliefs

efore the Micmacs were converted to Christianity by the Europeans. they
believed in a great supernatural force associated with the sun. They were
convinced that after death their souls would travel to a place where
earthly evil woukt be punished and correct living would be rewarded. The
supernatural world also included the souls of animals and super-beings called
Megumoowesoo who were human like but much larger m marl! powerful.
These creatures. Micmacs believed. were not subject to earthly iUs such as
sickness and starvation. The Micmacs also believed in the reincarnation of
souls.

B

The Micmacs had shamans to mediate between the supernatural world and
the day-to-day world. These people had considerable powe~ and could
foretell the future. Shamans could both cause and cure physical evil and could
influence almost any earthly event. They were feared and respected by all in
the Micmac community.
Many of these traditional ways of life were passed down from generation to
generation and some were brought to Ne-Nfounclland when the Micmacs first
visited or permanently settled on this island.

Student Activities
loA. Name THREE early modes of transportatiOn used by the
Micmacs.

B. Name FOUR pieces of clothing worn by early Micmacs of eastern North
America

C. How might the clothing be decorated? By whom?

2. Describe TWO types of wigwams used by the Micmacs!
A,

_

.,----------------3oA. \"/hat was the difference between the duties of a band chief and that of a
district chief?

B. How were chiefs cho~en~

4. Describe some spiritual beliefs held by the Micmacs before they were
converted to christianity by the Europeans?

Changes after the Arrival of Europeans

T~~::n~~;~~O:;:~l:~ee~t~: ~~~~c~a~~li~:~~;en:~~c~acs

acquired things like brass kettles, steel knives, axes and muskets from the

Europeans, they lost many of their traditional skills and grew dependent upon
these goods which they could neither make nor repair. This also meant that
ther had to work harder and trap more animals to pay for these goods.

These changes forced them to maintain a connection with the white man in
order to get a steady supply of European goods and keep them In repair.
Sometimes t~ Micmacs were forced to trade not just furs for European
goods but their allegiance, land and chen religion. Because of these changes
In work habits, the Micmacs became I(!ss dependent on the sea and

more dependent on hunting and trapping In order to SL'pport the fur
trade.
There was little sickness among the Micmacs before the arrival of Europeans
and when some did feel ill they were treated with herbal medicines.
Diseases and foods brought over by Europeans. however, had
negative effects on these Indians. Tuberc.ulosis, a di$ease of the lungs,
took a heavy death toll on these Micmacs because their traditional remedies
dId not work well on such new sicknesses. European foods such as nour and
salt meat also had a poor effect on their health. These foods were not as
nutritious as their traditional foods and reduced their resistance to European
diseases.
The Micmacs became allies of the French and as a result found themselves
fighting enemies of France, especially the English and anyone aligned with the
English. Before the arrival of the Europeans, relatively small wars Of'sporadic
skirmishes took place, USUally only between tribes or small groups. After the
arrival of Europeans, however, wars were fought on a much larger scale with
new weapons which meant lethal fighting. These new weapons also
memt Increased pressures on anim;ll stocks because the killin, of
more animals now meant more powder and better guns. As a. ~ult,
food and fur stocks of their traditional territory, were soon depleted to a
dangerously low level. Many of these changes caused the Micmacs to look to
Newfoundland as a better place to live. They looked eastward to
Newfoundland because it was not as crowded, only lightly populated by
Europeans and a few Beothucks. Newfoundland also looked attractive
because it had large herds of caribou, a large poptJlation of beaver and a large
hunting territory with little competition on the island.

Student Activities

Answer the following by placing true(1) or false(F) in the spaces provided at
the right.
I. Micmacs lost many of their traditional skills as they grew
more dependent on European goods.

2. With the introduction of European goods Micmacs were
required to work less and trap fewer wild animals .

3. Micmacs were sometimes forced to trade thpJr allegiance,
land and religion . . . .

4. Micmacs became more dependent on the sea and less
on the land

.

5. Traditional remedies worked welt on new European diseases
6. European flour and salt meat had an excellent effect
on their health .. ,
7. Micmacs became allies of the English.
8. New weapons helped decrease animal stocks
9. Micmacs looked to Newfoundland because it was
heavily populated with Europeans •.
10. Micmacs looked to Newfoundland becau~ of the large
number of wild animals and extensive hunting territory

10

When & How They Came to Newfoundland
ewfoundland Micmacs are an offshoot of the greater MIcmac natIon or
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island. eastern New Brunswick and the

N

Gaspe' Peninsula. They are apart of the great A1JOnklan Federation, a

family of languages spoken by many Indian tribes in central and eastern North
America.
When the Mkmac:s Arrived
The exact date as to when the Micmacs first came to NewI'oundland to take
up permanent residence is uncenaln. however. the earliest account of them

travelling to this Island dates back to the early 1600s. It was reported that the
Micmacs had a fair knowledge of Newfoundland at that time, but it may only
mean that they continuously travelled to and from the Island from Nova

ScotIa. BarteUs and Jansen concluded in their article enltled "Micmac
migration to western Newfoundlancl~ that the shift from seasonal to
permanent occupation Newfoundland by the Mkmacs occurred sometime
during the 1760's.

0'

How the Micmacs Arrived

!......

During those early
times. transportation to
the Island was made by
means of canoes. The
distance. which was

approximately 93 miles
from Cape Breton to
Cape Ray,,,,,
completed In two
stages. They first
journeyed to St. Paulos
Island 14 miles out of
Cape Breton and then
on to Newfoundland.

The crossings were
usually done at night
when ft was fairly calm
MjCfNCTenitOfyInA!:~ticCanada.
and the canoes were
usually guided by a fire
which was lit on the high barrens of Cape Ray by a Crfm of experienced
Micmacs who travelled ahead of the main body. Later these Indians would
use schooners to make the same voyage across Cabot Sb'ak:.

II

Student Activities
I. A. About what time did Micmacs first travel to
Newfoundland?

B. About what time did the Micmacs permanently occupy
Newfoundland?

2, Identify these places on a map of Atlantic Canada as part of the route
taken by Micmacs on their way to Newfoundland: Cape Breton Island: St.
Paul's Island; Cape Ray; Cabot Strait.

3. Explaju how the Micmacs first: journeyed to Newfoundland.

Further Research

4, Compare the route taken by the Micmacs when they first arrived here
with other First Nations groups that made their way to Newfoundland
and Labrador.
S, Write a conversation between a member of the First Nations people and
an European fisherman and/or explorer some 200 years age. How might
such a converutlon be different today?

12

Why & Where They Settled in Newfoundland
Why Micmacs Settfed in Newfoundland

I ~~;j:~: ~o:~~~:~:~:~ ~ ~~~ ~~~::~o~~~~~e~:~:a~cePt

for St. Pierre ~nd Mlquelon. This meant that most French merchants,
soldiers, admlnistr.ltors and priests left the Maritime area. As a result the
remaining Cape Breton Micmacs, who were allies of the French, joined
othen already In Newfoundland because they needed a priest to perform
masses, baptisms. marriages and last rites. The Nova Scotia governor had
promised them one but the British Government had not consented. By

moving to Newfoundland there would at least be a priest available for
them nearby on the French Island of St. Pierre.

By thIs time It was dear that many other Micmacs were visiting
Newfoundland for other reasons as well. There was a shortage of European
goods in Cape Breton as a result of the French leaving the area and the
English did not feel obligated to trade with the Micmacs especially now that
there was no competition for trading privileges. They were more likely to be
able to trade with English settlers and European fishermen in Newfoundland
who made annual voyages to and from Europe.
The end of the American Revolutionary Wars In the mid 1780s brought a
new Influx of white settlers to Cape Breton. This meant an Increased strain
on the food supply and more competition for the limited supply of game as
well. To add to this struggle, a series of relatively warm winters had caused
the quality of furs to be lower than average. As a result, in 1787 a latge band
of approximately 150 Micmacs moved to Newfoundland be<ause of the
sparse population and because there was bener hunting. This particular
group took up residence in St. George's Bay.
Newfoundland looked very att~etive to these Micmac Indians of Cape
Breton espedaJly for hunting game and trapping fur bearing animals. The
island was only populated by Beothuclcs and European fishermen and many or
these fishermen returned home In winter. The whites wt;re not maldn.
much use oftl;e interior of the Island, the caribou herds were
numerous and there was a variety of other traditional roods available
as well, such as small game, trout and eels.
Although hunting and trapping were the major attractions, once the Micmacs
permanently settled in Newfoundland they discovered that they could make a
living by several other means as well. They Cut and sold wood tothe
Europeans, acted as guides for white explorers and carried the mail on
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overland routes. Staves and hoops were made and sold to be used In
makln& barrels, They also gathered and sold birth rind for the Europeans to
use on their flakes.
In 1765 the govemor of Newfoundland, Hugk Palliser, discovered that
approKimately ISO Micmacs kad arrived in Bay d'Espolr from Cape Breton.
They had been Issued passporu by the commanding officer of Louisboura
who maintained that there was no law which prevented any of the KIng's
subjects from moving from one part of British territory to another (Bartells &
Jansen, 1990).

Where Micmacs Settled in Newfoundland_
""('1)e Southern part of the Island west of the Burin Peninsula became
I the area of Newfoundland where most of the Micmacs choose to
settle. According to Bartells & Jansen it was relatively free of Britisk and
t=rench interference because of its remoteness from administr.u:ive centers
such as St. John's, Placentia and louisbourg. The early IBOOs saw St.
George's Bay as the centre of the Micmac population. However, by 1857,
one third was to be found in Bayd'Espolr, another one third on the Great
Codroy River and the rest evenly divided between Grandy's Brook (near
Burgeo) and the Bay of exploits.

'Nhere dle Micmacs Seltled itI NewfoundWd.

I~

By 1870 the majority of Micmacs lived permanently at Conne River in the Bay
d'Espoir area. They retreated to this location because they found it hard to
live in peace with the white population which was increasing along the
western and northeastern coasts of Newfoundland. The Europeans were
now fishing {or salmon and trapping fur bearing animals near the coastline,
hence competing with the Micmacs for the same species. In many cases the
Micmacs were blamed for disturbing the white man's traps and causing
mischief, which led to the development of hard feelings between the natives
and the local whites. Because of such incidents the Micmacs gradually
withdrew {rom the coastline and distanced themselves from the Europeans,
who were growing In numbers and depleting the wildlife resources. They
moved to the Conne River area where they could hunt and trap the

center of the island and use it as a gathering place during the summer.

15

Student Activities

I. Discuss FOUR reasons why some Micmacs left Nova Scotia and came to
settte In Newfoundland.
A.

B.

c.

============
============
============

===================

D.
2, Identify these on a map of Newfoundland as places occupied by Micmacs:
Conne River; St. George's Bay; Bay d'Espoir: Great Codroy River; Bay of
Exploits; Grandy's River,

J. A. Why did the majority of Micmacs retreat to Conne
RIver by the late 1800's?

B, Do you believe the Micmacs made a good choice? Why?

Further Research
-4, Research the following native groups using major headings from this unit
to explain how they have contributed to our Newfoundland and Labrador
culture.

A Inuit

B.Naskapl

D,Beothuck

E. Dorset Eskimo

C, Montagnais

"

Myths Surrounding Micmac Slaughter of Beothucksl

N::~~~:~~ t~~c;::h~~.b~ne~i~I:oek~ ~~~:j:~rgf~~;~~
Diamond Jenness wrote that "a handful of Micmacs who crossed from
Nova SCotia to Newfoundland In the eighteenth century qUiddy exterminated
with their muzzle-loading guns the unhappy Beothuck. whose feeble bows
and arrows gave no choke of effective resistance~, However, Jenness did not

offer any documented proof of this as did any of the others who wrote about
the MIcmacs. Such a belief that Micmacs may have slaughtered Beothucks
with their modem weapons was very unlikely since BeothlKks and

Micmacs did not compete for the same territory. Beothue.ks Inhabited
the central and northern partS or the island while the Micmacs occupied the
southern and western partS.

Descriptions of hatred and hostilities between the Beothucks and Micmacs
were outlined by Frederick W. Rowe in his book ExtjngiQn. The Beo1hucks
of Newfoyndland, however, he pointed out that none of the stories were
backed by a scrap of documentary evidence. The only real exception was a
testimony given by Shanawdlthlt, the last known Beotbuck, who claimed
that she feared Micmacs and was shot In the leg by Noel Boss a Micmac
trapper. Sbanawdithit apparently gave an account of the shooting to John
Peyton of Twilllngate who bad known Shanawdithit for a number of years.
Although there Is no finot hand evidence that Micmacs killed Beothucks, there
are a number of well documented accounts of whites killing Beothucks. The
belief that Micmacs W1!re primarily responSible for the extinction of
Beothucks, may have come Ollt: of a sense of guilt on the part of white
Newfoundlanders. Many sensed that they may have been a major cause of
the Beothucks disappearing so they laid blame on the Micmacs.
It Is believed by many in Newfoundland today thaI the French paid a bounty
to Micmacs for every Beothuck head taken. In his book, ~
Micmacs· A history oftbeir traditiqoa/Ij(e, Ralph Pastore noted that there Is
no certified evidence for this contention. Records kept at the French
garrison at Placentia from 1662 to 1713 mention the Beothucks amy once.
Beothuck territory lay well to the nonh of Placentia so there seems little
reason for those Indians to have bothered the French there.
Pastore believed that various diseases and not the Micmacs was the
primary reason for the demise of the Beothucks. The fact that they
were cut off from coastal food supplies by the Europeans led to a lowering 01
their resistance. This meant !hat they may have been more susceptible to
these new diseases or possibly died from starvation.

17

Student Activities
I. Give lWO arguments which Indicate that Micmacs were not likely
responsible (or killing olf the Beothucks.

A========

8.=======

2. According to Pastore what may haYe been responsible (or the extinction
o( the Beothucks?
.

3. A. W'hy might some whitemen want to fight or quarrel
with the Micmacs?

B. 00 you believe some of the fighting or quarrelling was
justified? Why?

18

Slalus Indians and the Conne Rive, Reserve
Gaining St;ttus

'j, Then the maritime provinces loined Confederation the responsibility for
Y Y Indian affai~ was transferred to the Federal Government. However,
when Newfoundland joined Canada In 1949, the Micmacs of this
prOVince were not recognized as Status Indians. No thought was given to

registering the Newfoundland Mlc.macs or creating reserves. Because Conne
River was so isolated, few residents knew that Indians In other parts of
Canada were making strides in terms of their newly discovered heritage,
Marilyn John, a Micmac from Conne River, explained that when they started
going to national meetings in 1973 they were confused when other Indians
across Canada talked about Status and Non-Status. They quickly realized,
however, that unless you are fulty recognized as a Status Indian you
are not really considered an Indian at all by Federal GovernmenL The
population of Conne River at that time was approx 500 people, 90 per cent
of which were of Micmac: blood.
In the mid 19705 the Micmacs of Conne RIver organized themselves and
began to fight for a reserve and the same health. housing, education and other
benefits given the 325,000 Status Indians in the other provinces, It was not
until June of 19~, however, that the Federal Government finally recognized
the Micmacs of Conne River as Status Indians and registered them as a band
under the definition of the Indian Act. The new band was to be known as
the "Miawpukelc Band".
Funding for the Reserve
rior to a reserve being set up, Federal monies coming to Conne River was
first managed by both the Federal and Provincial Governments. In the
beginning the Micmacs got one $1.000.000 a year with 10·15 percent of
that coming from our Provincia! Government and the remainder from the
Federal Governme,'t. At first this money was channelled through the
Newfoundland Government but the Micmacs did not like this arrangement
because It gave the province too much power over how the money was
spent. This led to diSputes and confrontations between the Micmacs and the
Provincial Government. Following a series o( conflicts in the form of a hunger
strike and a number of demonstrations the provincial government agreed In
r987 to sign OV1!r 2 square miles of land to the Federal Government for the
creation of the province's first Indian reservation.

P

The Micmacs of Conne River then became the responsibility of the Federal
Government entirely. Under this new agreement the Micmacs of
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Conne IUverwere".anted toUI control OYer educatioft, social servk:.,
and huIth .. In _puts .,Canada.

Conne River Reserve

::;:::and

C=~~;~~~::;::~~~;:

is

about 3/4 of a mile wide. T~ the cwo comml¥'ities on the reserve,
Come Rive,. and Burnt Woods I\aYe a total population of approximately 600
people. About another SOO Micmacs, former residents of CoMe River n~
livina: all across NewfOl.l'ldland and Canada, have been elwn Indian Stztus.
These have been assigr'led t<? the CoMe River Band by the Federal Minister or
Indian Afl'alrs.
-'

Status Micmac Indians of Newfoundland
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Today, the Conne River Band kas its own volt.nteer fire department, police
force, medical clinic.. recreationaJ facilities and school. The school has many
modem bcilltles sudl as a computer lab, IndlJStNl arts center, home

economics pros;ratn, a gymnasium and a weight room. The Micmac lanswrce
is t1UJht (rom Kinderp'ten to Grade 6. School facilities are used by all band
members and emplo)'ees who live on the reserve after rqular school hours.
Most of the worken of Coone RMr are employed on the reserve to worll.
with the local Band Council or hired by various businesses established there
such as ret3l1 outlets or the IocaJ craft shop. Some o( the Micmacs find jobs
associated with the Band's hunting lodJes and othe" withvaricus rypes of
cOf'lStroaJon work within the community.

Status Indians JIving on the Conne River Reserve are not reqUired to pay sales
tax on Items which are purchased there. They are also exempt from paying
Federal Income Tax.
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Student Activities
I. Why were the Micmacs of Conne River late in gaining Indian Status?

2. Why were there conflicts between the Micmacs and the provincial
government over Federal funding when their band was first formed?

3. Give the geographical location of the Conne River Reserve.

4. List some of the services over which the Micmacs of Conne River have
locaJcontrol.

5. What are some of the advantages of living on a reservl\ such as the one at
Conne River?

Further Research

6. What racial tensions do you recognize in Canada today? In each case, state
the problems related to these tensions and defend your position on the
issues.
7. Research the Indian Aa(1876). Discuss the impact of this acton the
aboriginal people's way of tife from the 18705 to the present.
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Non-Status Indians and the
Federation of Newfoundland Indians
~

only Micmacs recognizeci ilS Status Indians by the Provincial and
FedenI Govemmenu are those associated with the reserve at Conne
River and -:-';x only came about in 191H. Being recogrized as Status
Indians means that they are entitled to programs and ser\'ices such as
education, health and housing conditiuns under the Feder.Jllndian Act. Host
Micmacs living in other PMb of Newfoundland :are not reaistered as
Status Indians and do not receive any of these Fedenl pr'Olrams and
servkes. These Non-Status Micmacs are scattered across Central and
westem Newfoundland and organized into ten band cooocils. The ten bands

I

are represemed by the Federation of Newfoundland Indw.s.
The Federation of Newfoundland Indians (FNI) was formed in 1972 under
the nOUlle of the Native Association of Newfoundland and Labrador. At
that time It represented all Fj~t Nations people In this province. In 1975 the
Inuit iltl(\ fnnu of labrador separated from the Association and formed the
Labrador Inuit Assad.tion and the Innu Nation. The Native Association

then assumed Its present name, the Federation of Newfoundland Indians,
which represented all Micmacs on the island of Newfoundland at that time.
In r982 the Conoe River Band separated from the FNIleaviog the Federation
to represent only the Non·Status Micmacs of Newfounc:land. The Inuit. IMU
and St3tUS Indians ofConne River, all receive Federally funded programs and
services from the Department of Indian A1f~n;, howevet", the Non-Status
Indians do not. The only Federal money receNed by this group of natives Is
from the Federal Department of the Secretary of State which provides
only enough funding to manage me maln FNI office at Corner Brook.
Uke Indians in the rest of Canada, the Non-Status Micmacs of NewfolNdlanc:l
are organized In communities and are governed by local band councils. The
Federation of Newfoundlanc:llnclians represents them as;r, group and speaks
fo)r them at the Provincial and Federal levels of government. The goals of the
FNI are the same as that of the StatUS Micmacs and the Innu and Inuit of
labrador, that Is to obtain offici... reeolnitlen as First Nations people
and to obtain similar programs and services as their mainland
counterparts. Today, however, the FNI and the ten band councils are scm
struggling for official recognition of its members and the provision of federally
funded programs and services.

Ten Community Band Councils

Ten local band councils ohhe Non-Status Micmacs are set up In cenmJ and
western parts of the Island and each Is led by an elected chief of a given area.
The Band Councils are located In the following communities: Bartlett's
Harbour; Benolts Cove; Comer Brook: ExplOits; Flat Bay. Glenwood; Gander
Bay; Port·Au-Port East; St. Georges; Stephenvlle/Stephenville Crossing.
The executive of the FNI has a Federation Chief who Is elected for life and is
the symbolic head of Newfoundland Micmacs. The president and two
vice-presidents are elected for two year terms and have the mandate to assist
In organIzing and uniting Micmac people for the purpose of advancing their
level of education, training and soclo-economlc conditions. They also have
the mandate to negotiate self government arrangements with the Federal
Government on behalf of the Band Councils. The genera/goal of the
Federation Is to see Micmac Identity maintained, promoted and given
meaningful local Innoenc:e In terms of economic livelihood and the welfare
and education of Micmac people.
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ABoard of DlrecIoIS consIs11ng of
ChIefs of !he len IocoI Bonds
Honorary FNI ChIef
LanyJe<ldool

Provincial Structure or the Federation of Newfoundland Indians (FNI).
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Student ActMdes
I. What .roup of Mionacs is represented by the Federation of

Newfoundl..nd Indians?

2. Non-SQf:us Micmacs are treated differently than Status Micmacs by the
Federal Government. How?

3. What groups of natives were represented by the Native Association of
Newfoundland and Labrador when It was nrst formed In 1972?

1. On a map of Newfooodland and Labrador locate the following:
A. Community where the main offICe of FNIIs located.
B. Ten IocaJ band council commlM1lties.

5. WIut are the coaJs of the Federation of Newfoundland Indians?

Further Research
6. How Is the story of the Micmacs similar and/or different from that of the:
(A) Beothucks of Newfoundland
(B) Inuit of Naln

(q Innu of Davis Inlet and/or Sheshat:shlt
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7. Because there are many different cultural groups livina In Canada today,
multiculturalIsm has become a very Important element of Canadian
society,
(A)lIst and research several of the many cultural groups of
Canada today.
(B) What different or opposing views does society have of
aboriginal groups? Where do people get those
opinions?
(q What can we do to learn more about the various
cultural groups?
8, Research one of the treaties involving First Nations peoples in eastern
Canada. What advantages would these people have over Non-Status
Micmacs in Newfoundland?
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Summary

T:ff~~~;:~et~::;,:a~~~ne:':o~:d7a':::';~~ ~:r=hat
supplies, clothing. transportation, shelter and spiritual beliefs have

changed con~iderably. Many of the changes that took place was a result of
EuropeM1 influence after the French and English arrived In North America
The Micmacs made their way to Newfoundland across Cabot Stralt and
settled mostly on the southern part of the island. One of the main reasons
why they came to Newfoundland was because wildlife was becoming scarce
In Nova Scotia. Newfoundland looked

very attrac:tlve to these Micmacs

especially for hunting caribou and trapping fur bearing animals.
The MicmilCS did not slaughter Beothucks as was believed by many. This was
very unlikely since each group occupied a different past of this island. The

Beothucks probably died from diseases and starvation.
Today the Micmacs in Newfoundland are divided into two ,roups. About
600 live on the Conne River Reserve and are referred to as Status Indians.
The other Micmacs are Identified as Non-Status Indians and are scattered
acrou the island. They are organized into 10 local bands and represented by
the Federation of Newfoundland Indians. These Non-Status Micmacs hope to
gain Indian Status from the Federal Govemment and receive similar programs
and services as their counterparts across Canada.
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Suggestions for Additional Student Activities
I. Research the views of First Nations peoples on the environmem. How
do modem environmental concerns echo these vieoHS? Present your
research report orally or In writing.
2. Develop a file of newspaper articles about aboriginal Issues such as social

and political concems.
3. Invite a speaker from a native organization to speak to the class about
issues of significance facing aboriginal people today.

4. In small groups. rewrite the phrase "Europeans discovered the Americas"
In a more accurate manner.

Students are encouraged to carry out areas of research In which they may
have an interest. Space Is provided below for students to Ust additional topics.
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Glossary
Algonkian Federation· a large number of Indian tribes In central and

eastern Northem America that speak similar languages.
Allelianet! - the obligation of support and loyalty to ;II person, ruler or

country.
American Revolutionary Wars· took place in 13 British colonies south of
our border. It was a series ofwars that eKtended over 6 1/2 years from 1757
to 1781 and ended In the creation cran independent nation - the United
States of America.

Birch Rind - smooth bark on a birch tree which can easily be peeled off in
thin sheets.
Breechclout - a piece of cloth or leather worn about the hips; a short

wrapuound skirt.
Cabot Strait - a body of water between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. It
Is II Okm wide and named after the explorer John Cabot.

Cape Breton - an island on the northern p~;t of Nova 5cQtla. It is the
closest part of that province to Newfoundland.
Cape Ray - a point of land on the southwest corner of Newfoundland near
Port aux Basques.
Demise - death.
District Councll- agoveming body that represented a fairly large area and
included several local band councils. It was presided over by a district chief.
Federal Department of the Secretary of State· was formed at the time
of confederation In 1867 as the official channel of communicatlon between
the Dominion of Canada and the British Government. Today It is responsible
for the promotion of Canadian identity, the use of two languages In Canada
and multiculturalism.
Federation of Newfoundland Indians. formed in 1972 to
represent all Non-Status Micmacs on the island of Newfoundland.

Frock - an outer garment of loose clothing wom mostly by Micmac women
andglris.
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Garrison - a group of soldiers stationed at a fort or town for defence
purposes.

Grand Chief - head chief over the Grand Council of Micmacs.
Grand Council - prior to the 19th century, Newfoundland Micmacs were
administered by a Grand Council in Nova Scotia. This coundl represented all
Micmacs in eastem Canada and was headed by a Grand Chler.

Hoops· circular strips of wood or metal used for holding staves of a barrel
together.
Indian Act - a federal statute which deals with indian status, local
government, management of reserve land and funding. The Indian Act
describes the relationship between the Canadian Government and the
Indians of Canada. It Is Intended to help Indians advance from a condition of
dependence to one of full citizenship.
Innu Nation - an aboriginal group in eastern and westem Labrador. The
northern group is called Naskapl and the southern group Is called Montagnais.
The word Innu means ~people".
John Peyton - operated a salmon fishing and fur-trapping business at Sandy
Point and later moved to the ExplOitS Islands In the Bay of Exploits. He Is
best known for his contacts with the last remaining Beothucks.
Labndor Inuit Association - (ormed in the mid 1970's to represent all Inuit
In Labrador.
l,@thal- filtal or deadly.
Loutsbou.... - was capital and major settlement of the French colony on Cape
Breton Island.
Melumoowesoo - souls of animals and super-beings, human like but much
larger and more powerful.
Mlawpukek Band - Micmac First Nations band of Conne RIver.

Native Association of Newfoundland and Labndor - fanned in 19n to
represent the Micmacs of Newfoundland and the Innu and Inuit of Labrador.
Noel Boss - a Micmac trapper who at one tJme shot Shanawdithlt in the
hand and leg on the banks of the Exploits River. He later drowned in the
Gander RIver.
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Non-Status - Micmacs In Newfoundland that are not recognized as Indians
by the Federal Government.
Reincarnation - the belief that the soul reappears after death in a different
bocIllyform.
St. Paul's Island· located between Cape Breton and
Newfoundland. It Is approximately I" miles or 22.S km from Cape Breton.
Shaman· a medicine man who had considerable powers. He or she could
foretell the future and could also cause or cure physical evil.
Shanawdlthit - the last known surviving Beothock. She died In 1829 at St.
John's and was buried on the southside of the harbour.
Status - Micmacs that are registered with the Conne RIver Reserve and are
recognized as Indians by the Feder-oJ Government.
Staves - strips of wood used to form the sides of a wooden barrel.
Sweat-Iodle - used by Micmacs In certain purification rites. Water was
poured over heated stones Inside a domed structure to produce steam.
Trumpllne - a strap or rope placed across the forehead or chest to help
carry a hea-.y load on a person's back.
Tuberculosis - a wasting, Infectious disease affecting the lungs and other
parts ofthe body..
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Appendix F
Two Column Video script
for

"Micmacs of Newfoundland Today"
Approximately 30 minutes
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Micmacs of Newfoundland Today
Appro),:.

30 minutes

Two Column Script
Audjo/Narration
Introduction
Graphics - "Micmacs of

Background Music

Newfoundland

Today"
Graphics - Produced by
E.

M.

Osmond

Graphics - Narrated by
George Scott

Drumming section of Conne
River Choir playing
drums.

The aboriginal peoples of
this province consist of
three groups-the Innu and

Inuit of Labrador and the
Micmacs of Newfoundland.

Today, the Micmacs are the
only living group of natives

on this Island.

The Micmacs

of Newfoundland may be

divided into two groups
Status and Non-Status
Indians.
Most of the Status

Graphics - Map of Newfoundland
showing the location of Status

Indians at Conne River.

Indians live on the Conne
River Reserve at the head of
Bay d' Espoir. The NonStatus Indians are organized
into 10 local Band!; across
the Island.
(Narration .5 min)
(Footage .25 min)
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Stalus Indians
Graphics - status Indians
Long shot of Conne River and
Burnt Woods from across water.

Road sign of Conne River
and Burnt Woods.
Long shot of Conne River and
Burnt Woods from across water
continued.

Interview wi th Chief Michael
Joe of Conne River Reserve
He outlines the number living
on the Reserve and how others
have been assigned to this
Band Council as well.

Interview continued
The Chief outlines reasons why
Micmacs settled in the Bay
d' Espoir area and why it was
set up at an earlier date but
not recognized by the Federal
until the 19805.

In June, 1987, 549 hectares
or 2 square miles of
land was transferred to
the Federal Government by
the Government of
NeltJfoundland and Labrador
to be used as a Reserve
for the Micmac Indians of
Bay d'Espoir.
The Reserve is s1 tuated
appcoximately 12 km off
the Harbour Breton Highway.
It measures roughly 4 miles
from North to south and is
about 3{4 of a mile wide.
The two communi ties on the
Reserve, Conne River and
Burnt woods, have a total
population of approximately
GOO people.
(Narration .5 min)
Today the majority of
Status Indians live on
this reservation although,
as Chief Michael Joe
explains, other Micmacs from
across the Island have been
assigned to this Band
council as well by the
Federal Minister of Indian
Affairs.
(Narratjon
25 min)
(Interview 1 min)
The Chief also explains
why the Micmacs moved to
this area and why the
Reserve was set up in the
middle 1800 I s but not
recognizeo. by the Federal
Government until the 19805.
(Narration .25 min)
(Interview 2 min)
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Interview continued
The Chief describes what the
term "Reserve II means to
him and how there are
advantages and disadvantages
to such a setup.

Police van
Amelia Joe Building
Ball fields
Outside of school
Outside of school
Inside of school

Not all Micmacs are hllppy
with being placed on a
reserve, but as chief
Michael Joe explains there
are advantages and
disadvantages to such a
setup.
(Narration 25...min)
(Interview 1.75 min)
These Status Indians have
their own local Government
which manages a local
police force, health and
social services center,
recreational facilities and
their own education system.
School facilities on the
Reserve are second to none
in this province. The
principal, Dr. Edwina
wetzel confirmed that they
basically folloW the
regular Newfoundland
curricUlum and students
write public exams as in
other schools. Somet imes,
however, they have to
develop local courses to
meet the needs of their
students. The school
at Conne River has a modern
library, gymnasium, weight
room, and industrial
arts center.
Background Music
(Narration.75 min)
(Footage .25 min beyond
~J
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Non-Status Indians and The Federation of Newfoundland
lnl!iM£
Graphics - Non-status Indians
Long shot of Corner Brook

Graphics - Provincial
Structure of the Federation

Graphics ,- 10 Band Councils

Intervi ew with Chief Patr iek
Rumbolt of Benoit's Cove.
He outlines the objectives of
the Federation, names the ten
Band Councils of the
Federation and explains that
each Band concentrates on
different needs for example
the Benoit's Cove Band focuses
on housing.
Interview continued
Some of the guidelines used
to determine if someone may
may be classified as an
aboriginal person or not
are traced. The chief also
explains how Micmac Culture
is being revived on the Island
and how satisfying it is
to his people.

All Non-status Micmacs on
the Island are organized by
the Federation of
Newfoundland Indians which
is established at Corner
Brook. The provincial
structure of the Federation
is made up of a president,
two vice presidents, an
honourary chief along with
the chiefs of the ten
Band councils. These
are set up in various
locations across the Island.
As Chief Patrick Rumbolt
of Benoit's Cove explains
these Band Coynci Is look
after the economic and
social interests of the
aboriginal peoples.
(Narration .5 min)

(Interview 1 min)

Chief Rumbolt explains some
methods used by local Band
Councils to <let ermine
whether or nDt a person may
be classified as a Micmac
Indian. He also comments
on the revival of Micmac
culture.
(Narration .25 min)

(J.nterview 3.75 min)
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Micmac Culture
Graphics - Micmac Culture
Micmac Dancers from the St.

(Footage .5 min)

George's Band Council are
shown performing at Bannerman
Park during Canada Day
celebrations. They are
introduced by Victor Muise.

Over the past few years

there has been a revival of
Micmac Culture here on the
Island. A group of Micmac
Dancers formed in St.
George's,

Micmac Choir of Conne River

for example,

have

performed regularly on the
west coast of the Island
and on special occasions
across the prov ince. Here
they are taking part in the
Canada Day celebrations at
Bannerman Park, st. John's.
(Narration .5 min)
(Footage 1. 2S min)
The Micmac Choi r of Conne
River is sho....n here
performing at the opening
ceremonies for their 1994
geno::ral elections.
The choir also performs at
other local functions in
their community.
(Narration 25 min)
(Footage 2.5 min)

Saint Anne Day Celebrations
Close up of church

Group mingling on church and
school grounds

celebrations.
Long Shot of boat approaching
carrying the Bishop

July 26 is St. Anne's Day
which is a religlous holiday
celebrated by the Micmacs of
Conne River. Social and
sporting events take place
for 2 or 3 days pr ior to the
26th but today is set aside
for spiritual
The Catholic Bishop arrives
by boat in keeping with
tradition and 200-)00 local
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Crowd gathered on and near
wharf to welcome the Eishop.
singing of chants and the
beating of drums take place

residl!nts have gathered
near the wharf to take part
in the welcoming
celebrations.
A group of Micmac Dancers
from St. George's and the
local Conne River Micmac
choir are also on hand to
help greet the Bishop.
(Narration 5 min)
(Footage .75 min beyond
~)

Crowd leaving the beach area
and making its way toward the
church.
Parading around school and
back to church with statue
of Saint Anne.

Then the crowd, led by the
Bishop, makes its way
towards the church where a
celebration of mass takes
place. Following
the service a procession
bear ing a statue of
Saint Anne leaves the
church and winds its way
around the local grounds.
(Narration .25 min)
(Footage .75 min beyond
~)

Crafts
Glenwood Indian Band Council
sign
Crafts at Glenwood
Exploits Indian Band
Council Office
Crafts at Exploits Office

Many Micmacs still carryon
the tradition of making and
selling of crafts.
Hand iworks such as these at
Glenwood and Grand Fa11sWindsor are being made at
the Band Council off ices and
will be sold in local
outlets and giftshops
through out central
Newfoundland.
Background Music
(Narration .25 min)
(Footage.75 min beyond

1li!llill2n)
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Scott Butt, member of Micmac
Band Coupc i I St. George' 5
displaying so e ot' his
his crafts.

Interview with Scott Butt
of St George's Indian Band

Scott Butt is a member of
the st. George's Micmac
Band. He works with the
Department of Fisheries
during the summer months,
but in his spare time
and during the winter Scott
works on carvings related
to traditional Micmac
culture which he sells
locally.
(Narration 25 min)
(Footage 2 5 min)

~

Scott explains how he got
started in the carving
business and what some of
the items represent.
River Boats at Glenwood

CUstoms and Symbols
Chief Michael Joe addressing
a group at thB Mll!ty March
Museum in Grand-Falls/Windsor
Close-up of drum and Chief
Michael Joe speaking to a
group at the Mary March
Museum.
The Drum - Chief M. Joe

Chief Joe expla ins how the drum
is made and What it means to
thE! Micmacs.

Many Micmacs today still
act as guides especially
in the Glenwood and Gander
Bay areas. A special type
of river boat, powered by an
outboard motor, is built and
used by the Micmacs to
navigate these waterways.
(Narration .25 Illin)
(Fogtage 5 ~in beyond

llilUill<m1

Chief Michael Joe of the
Conne River Band explains
the custOlllS and symbols used
today by the Micmacs in
Newfoundland.
These include
the drum; sweet grass;
talking stick and peace
pipe.
(Narration 25 min)
(FQotage ;) 75 min)

,.3
Chief Joe comments on Sweet
Grass and how it is used in

their ceremonies.
Chief Joe discusses the
Talking Stick and how it
used in some of their
ceremonies.
The Chief explains the history
behind the peacepipe and how
they use it tOday.
Exi t dance, chant and drums
by the Micmac Choir at Conne

River.

unlike the past, the Micmacs
of Newfoundland today are
very eager to strengthen
their culture. They are now
being recognized by
themselves and by others as
having a very important role
to play in our
Newfoundland Culture.
(Narration 25 !I'Iin)
(Footage 1.25 min)

Sped a I Thanks To
Chief Michael Joe

Conne River Band council
Chief Patrick Rumbolt
Benoit's Cove Band council
Exploits Band Council

Backgro~nd

Glenwood Band Council
Federation of Ne....foundland Indians
Scott Butt - Member of st. George's
Band Council
Victor Muise - Spiritual Chief
Video Editing - Tony Dawe/Ed Bennett
K. Bruce Lane - Project supervisor

Music
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Appenedix G
Letter of Approval frolll the

Eth.ics Review Committee

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
Memorial University or
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N~oundl.nd

Faculty Committee for Ethical Review of
RtSea~h

InY\lMng Human Subjtces

Certificate of Approval

Investigator:
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Supervisor:
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The Ethics Review Committee bas reviewed the protocol and procedures as described
in this research proposal and we conclude that they confonn 10 tbe University's guidelines
for research involving human subjects.

Dr. WalterOksbevsky

Chairperson
Ethics Review Committee
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